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Introduction
The Mariemont City School District has a long history of taking excellent care of all school facilities. Preventative
maintenance, accessibility issues, and environmental responsiveness are an integral part of this history. As the result of a
5.28 mil bond issue passed in May, 2010, the school district renovated and/or constructed three facilities: Mariemont
Elementary, Terrace Park Elementary and Mariemont Junior High School. At the time, the existing facilities ranged in age
from 74 to 99 years old. The total cost of this construction project was $39.8 million. The three new/renovated buildings
opened their doors in the fall of 2012.
Although no renovation or replacement was done at Mariemont High School as part of this project, it was noted at that time
that significant needs had been identified at the high school by the Ohio School Facilities Commission and that work needed
at this facility would need to be revisited by the year 2020.
The decision to not include the high school in the 2010 building campaign resulted for three reasons: (1) A bond issue
passed in 2000 generated $6 million for upgrades and renovations at the high school facility including auditorium renovation,
additional walls, track renovation, ongoing roofing work (by pod), turf replacement, asbestos abatement, and entrance
lighting. Additionally, because of the age of the high school in comparison to other schools, it had much fewer structural
needs at the time. (2) Feedback collected during the community engagement process indicated that there was little interest
in upgrading and/or replacing all schools at the same time. (3) District operating dollars would have been spread too thin
and/or the tax request would have been too high if the high school was included in the project with the other schools.
The 2008 OSFC report identified $15,000,000 in repairs and/or upgrades recommended for the high school facility, including
13 areas that “needed replaced.” Because the district’s facility focus and finances went to the construction/renovation of the
other schools, very few of the recommendations for the high school have been implemented, thus elevating the need to
address the aging facility in the immediate future.
In the summer of 2015, the Board of Education reviewed the costs associated with recent repairs made to the high school
structure and looked at the projected costs of repairs that will be needed in the near future to keep the high school facility
safe and functioning at an appropriate level to meet student and staff needs. In response to this information, the Board of
Education directed the superintendent to develop a multi-year facility engagement process for the purpose of creating a
facility plan for Mariemont High School. Informal assessments and planning took place during the 2015-16 school year, and
the formal engagement process launched in August, 2016. This process will conclude in December, 2018.
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Our Current Reality
In fall, 2016 a community facility taskforce (20 members consisting of community members, parents, and staff) conducted a
thorough assessment of Mariemont High School.
The primary focus of these stakeholders was to complete an assessment of the current high school facility in the following
areas:
๏ Academic Program Areas
๏ Visual & Performing Arts Areas
๏ Library/Media Center
๏ Safety
๏ Cafeteria
๏ Physical Education/Athletics
๏ General Site/Structure
๏ Administration/Office Area
The taskforce assessment was summarized in four overarching themes: (SEE APPENDIX A FOR FULL ASSESSMENT
REPORT)
THEME #1: Classroom Size and Layout

The size and layout of the high school make implementation of present-day and future curriculum needs and teaching
techniques as outlined in Destination 2026 very challenging, if not impossible. Average classroom size at the high school is
672 square feet (compared to the recommended 950 square feet) limiting opportunities to use modern furniture, vary
classroom configuration and promote student movement. There is little to no natural lighting in most classrooms and
gathering spaces in the high school.
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Our Current Reality continued
THEME #2: Lack of Flexibility and Collaboration Spaces

Rooms, meeting spaces and furniture are very fixed leaving little to no flexibility for student and staff collaboration, multipurpose use of spaces and small or large group gatherings. The auditorium is outdated, performing arts areas lack
adequate rehearsal space, and there are no spaces for students to meet, collaborate, construct/fabricate and/or present.
THEME #3: Security Concerns

The security allowed by the current space is limited because of the layout of the high school that includes multiple entrances/
exits, small/narrow hallways, difficult wayfinding, no vestibule at the main entrance and a one-way in/one-way out traffic
pattern.
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Our Current Reality continued
THEME #4: Aging Infrastructure

The infrastructure needs of the high school facility are many; aging systems, roofs, wiring and plumbing are noticeable and in
need of repair and/or replacement. The district has spent over $500,000 over the last five years in repairs and maintenance
at the high school. Estimates show necessary expenditures of $12-$14 million over the next ten years just to keep the
building operational. The cost to bring the facility up to code and standards would exceed $18 million.

High School Facility Facts

High School
Built
1970

Walls added &
Science Labs
Upgraded
2001-2002

132,573
Sq. Ft.

Student
Enrollment
530
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Research & Assessments
Futures Team

A “futures team” was commissioned to study high school facility trends both nationally and locally. The team consisted of 22
community members, parents, and staff. The team visited 22 facilities to complete its research and identified the following
trends. (SEE APPENDIX B FOR FULL TRENDS REPORT)
Trend #1: Large, active flexible spaces and multiple areas for collaboration.

FLEXIBLE

Trend #2: Embedded focus on safety and security.

SAFETY & SECURITY
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Research & Assessments cont.
Trend #3: Visibility and transparency with easy wayfinding and open flow of student traffic.

TRANSPARENT

Trend #4: Natural daylight in all areas of the school building.

DAYLIGHT
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Research & Assessments cont.
Trend #5: Use of outdoor spaces and sustainability .

CONNECTION TO NATURE

Trend #6: Dedicated yet flexible arts spaces, storage and student work displays.

MULTI-PURPOSE
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Research & Assessments cont.
Demographic Study

McKibben Demographics completed a demographic study in November, 2016 to ascertain the demographic factors that will
influence the enrollment levels in the school district. The results of this study show that there are not expected to be any
significant increases or decreases in student enrollment over the next ten years. (SEE APPENDIX C FOR FULL
DEMOGRAPHIC STUDY)
The report included nine key findings:
1. The resident total fertility rate for the Mariemont City Schools over the life of the forecast is below replacement level.
2. Most in-migration to the district continues to occur in the 0-to-9 and 24-to-44 year old age groups.
3. The local 18-to-24 year old population continues to leave the district, going to college or moving to other urbanized
areas. This population group accounts for the largest segment of the district’s out migration flow.
4. The primary factors causing the district’s enrollment to slightly increase over the next ten years are the high occupancy
rate of the district’s apartments, a robust existing home sales market in the district and high migration of young families.
5. Changes in year-to-year enrollment over the next ten years will primarily be due to large cohorts entering and moving
through the school system in conjunction with smaller cohorts leaving the system.
6. The elementary enrollment will begin to stabilize after the 2018-2019 school year. This will be due primarily to the fact
that rising 6th grade cohorts will be approximately the same size as the entering kindergarten and 1st grade cohorts.
7. The median age of the population will increase from 37.8 in 2010 to 41.9 in 2025.
8. Even if the district continues to have a modest level of annual new home construction the rate, magnitude and price of
existing home sales will become the increasingly dominant factor affecting the amount of population and enrollment
change.
9. Total district enrollment is forecasted to decrease by 39 students, or -2.2%, between 2016-17 and 2021-22. Total
enrollment will grow by 43 students, or 2.5%, from 2020-21 to 2025-26.

Ohio School Facilities Commission Assessment

At the request of the school district, the Ohio School Facilities Commission conducted a needs assessment of the high
school facility in November, 2016. Significant repair, upgrade and replacement needs were identified in the (1) heating
system; (2) roofing; (3) ventilation/air conditioning; (4) electrical systems; (5) plumbing and fixtures; (6) windows; (7) structure
walls; (8) general finishes; (9) interior lighting; (10) security systems; (11) emergency/egress lighting; (12) handicapped
access; (13) site condition; (14) exterior doors; (15) life safety; (16) and technology. The OSFC estimated cost to bring the
building up to standards and code is $16,997,353. After reviewing the findings, Turner Construction estimates the cost at
$18,372, 89. (SEE APPENDIX D FOR OSFC ASSESSMENT)
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Research & Assessments cont.
Geotechnical Survey

Consulting Services Incorporated completed a desktop geotechnical survey in December, 2016 of the existing Mariemont
High School property. (SEE APPENDIX E FOR FULL SURVEY) The survey identified three areas of instability on the
property: (1) a portion of the southeast practice field where there is a landslide is visible and a storm pipe has separated that
extends down the slope; (2) an area of the entrance road to the northeast parking lot; (3) a portion of the eastern track that
has shown signs of slippage for at least ten years.
Given the information collected and analyzed, Consulting Services Incorporated noted that relocating the school to the
existing practice field or expanding into the existing stadium field could be a viable option; however, precautions would have
to be taken to stabilize the property and closer examination of the slopes is needed to understand the magnitude of potential
slope failure.
After reviewing this survey, Turner Construction noted likely significant increases in construction costs to move the high
school facility to any other site on the property and recommended keeping the high school (new or renovated) at its current
location.

Community Survey
Fallon Research & Communications, Inc. conducted a community survey September, 2017-October, 2017 to gauge opinions
about and satisfaction with the Mariemont City Schools. The survey was conducted with 251 randomly-selected registered
voters within the Mariemont City School District. The overall estimated margin of sampling error is +/-6.18%, based on a
confidence level of 95%. This means that if this survey were repeated, 95 times out of 100 the results would be within plus
or minus 6.18% of the results gathered.
Questions asked covered topics such as overall satisfaction with the school district, perception of property tax rates, opinions
about the high school project and priorities. (SEE APPENDIX F FOR COMPLETE SURVEY RESULTS)
Key data points from the survey are below:
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Research & Assessments cont.
SELECT KEY SUB-GROUP RESULTS
96

Parents

64% Excellent +
28% Good

88

Non-parents

92

88

Men

96

Women
18 to 44

92
96

45 to 64
87

65 and older

1% Poor +
0% Very poor

3

96

2013

1

5

Total
Fair
Total poor/very
Unsure
excellent/good
poor
Overall, how would you rate the quality of education being provided by the
Mariemont City School District?

Quality of Education
www.FallonResearch.com

All Materials and Intellectual Property ©2017 Fallon Research & Communications, Inc.

@PFallonResearch
@OHOmnibusSurvey
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Research & Assessments cont.
SELECT KEY SUB-GROUP RESULTS

28% Excellent +
40% Good

81

Parents
55

Non-parents

66

Men*

68

70

Women*
18 to 44

4% Poor +
3% Very poor

77
64

45 to 64

61

65 and older

74

2013

15
7
Total
excellent/good

Fair

Total poor/very
poor

10

Unsure

In your opinion, how would you rate the job that the Mariemont City School
District has done spending its tax money in an effective and responsible manner?
Managing Taxes
www.FallonResearch.com

All Materials and Intellectual Property ©2017 Fallon Research & Communications, Inc.

* Differences are not statistically significant

@PFallonResearch
@OHOmnibusSurvey
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Research & Assessments cont.
Key take aways from the survey are:
Climate & Opinion
Environment:
• There is great contentment and satisfaction within the
community, which indicates that there are no misgivings
or turmoil that may affect public opinions and
deliberations about facilities needs
• The performance ratings for all critical functions are
exceptionally high, indicating great satisfaction with the
school system, as well as suggesting tremendous
confidence
• Much of the community, especially parents, appear to be
engaged in district matters and there is no critical dearth
of communication
• There is a high level of sensitivity to taxes, which is quite
pervasive among many key segments, despite the
confidence that the public seems to have in the work the
district is doing to manage finances

Building Needs &
Options:
• Awareness of an impending building initiative is high,
which indicates that first impressions are being formed
and views will soon become entrenched.
• There is a some complacency about the condition of the
high school building that may be stifling urgency to act.
• Among the public, conceptual support for replacing the
high school building is tepid, although parents appear
more enthusiastic.
• A request for funding to replace the building may face
substantial resistance, but the public appears receptive
to the other options.
• The timing of the request could have a pivotal impact on
the outcome of the voting decision.
• A high level of sensitivity to taxes appears to be
inhibiting support for any type of building initiative,
regardless of its merits.

Property Audit. (SEE APPENDIX G FOR AUDIT REPORT)
The school district commissioned Bellwether Enterprise in October, 2017 to review potential site options (other than the
current site) for a new Mariemont High School location.
Bellwether Enterprise used multiple real estate search web sites (LoopNet, MLS, Co-Star), aerial assessment (Google
Earth), and field canvassing (drive the market) to identify potential sites. Both single sites or assembled sites were
considered. Zoning was not a limiting condition since it was assumed the site could be rezoned.
The search area aligned with the Mariemont City School jurisdictional boundaries with the following criteria:
• Within Mariemont, Terrace Park, Fairfax and small section of Columbia Township.
• 30-35-acre minimum site area
• Greenfield or improved site that can be redeveloped to match High School building plan which includes 150,000 SF with
90,000 SF first floor area
• 15 minimum acres for outside athletics and other extra-curricular activities
• Access / Walkable
The conclusion of the study is that the current high school site is the best, viable option to locate Mariemont High School.
High School Master Facility Planning Process
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Community Engagement Opportunities
Steering Committee
A steering committee was commissioned to assist the school district in identifying priorities and solutions for the high school
facility. The committee began its work in January, 2017 and concluded with a final presentation to the Board of Education in
December, 2017.
In order to identify possible solutions for the high school, the steering committee identified four categories of primary
objectives to guide its work and discussion.
Category #1: Learning environments (classrooms, collaboration spaces, daylight, flexibility)
Category #2: Facility improvements (safety, infrastructure, accessibility, open & inviting)
Category #3: Campus planning (campus access, parking)
Category #4: Operations and phasing (construction)
In collaboration with the school district’s design architectural firm, MSA Architects, the steering committee moved forward
seven building options for community input and discussion.

Option #1A: “Repair as Needed”
Estimated Cost: $12-$14 million

Option #1B: “Infrastructure”
Estimated Cost: $18-$21 million

Option #1C: “Small Adds”
Estimated Cost: $27-$32 million

Option #2D BASE: “Partial Replace with Existing Auditorium”
Estimated Cost: $35-$41 million
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Community Engagement Opportunities cont.
Option #2D AUD: “Partial Replace with New Auditorium”
Estimated Cost: $45-$52 million

Option #2E: “Connected Campus”
Estimated Cost: $43-$50 million

Option #3: “All New”
Estimated Cost: $52-$61 million

After reviewing the potential solutions and feedback from the design workshops, the steering presented its initial findings to
the Board of Education in June, 2017 with the recommendation to continue considering Option #1A, #2D AUD, #2D BASE
#2E and #3. (SEE APPENDIX H FOR FULL STEERING COMMITTEE PRESENTATION)
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Community Engagement Opportunities cont.
Design Workshops & Feedback
Three design workshops were held at Mariemont High School in spring, 2017. The seven building options were presented
for community input and discussion. Over 250 community members participated in the workshops and provided feedback
via surveys and online questionnaires.

At the conclusion of the final design workshop, the following survey results were collected from participants: (SEE
APPENDIX I FOR ALL DESIGN WORKSHOP SURVEY RESULTS & FEEDBACK)
When considering the challenges that the current high school facility presents, which do you consider to be the
best option moving forward?
Category #1: 18%
Category #2: 59%
Category #3: 23%
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Community Engagement Opportunities cont.
When considering the high school facility that you believe we should have for our students, which do you consider
to be the best option moving forward?
Category #1: 18%
Category #2: 55%
Category #3: 27%
If you could remove one option from consideration based on what you know now, which would you select?
Category #1: 76%
Category #2: 4%
Category #3: 20%
If you could keep one option for consideration based on what you know now, which would you select?
Category #1: 15%
Category #2: 64%
Category #3: 21%

Using the feedback from the steering committee and community input from the design workshops, the Board of Education
reduced the number of high school options to from seven to three in August, 2017. Cost estimates were revised by Turner
Construction to reflect additional information and feedback collected during this process. (SEE APPENDIX J FOR
ESTIMATED ANNUAL COSTS TO TAX PAYERS)

Option #1: “Repair as Needed”
Estimated Cost: $12-$14 million

Option #2: “Partial Replace”
Estimated Cost: $37-$53 million
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Community Engagement Opportunities cont.

Option #3: “All New”
Estimated Cost: $53-$62 million

Facility Teams
In August, 2017, six facilities teams were developed to take a more in-depth look at the possible solutions for the high school
facility. Nearly 100 community members and staff researched and explored (1) design/architecture, (2) academic spaces, (3)
technology, (4) arts, (5) athletics and (6) finance to identify needs, wants and priorities for our high school facility.
Each team was charged with identifying three to four key findings and five to six objectives. Each team then presented their
findings and objectives to the steering committee in October, 2017.
Finance Team - Key Findings
•
•
•
•

In order for the school district to maintain an adequate cash balance and limit deficit spending, it will need additional
operating dollars during the 2018-2019 school year. Not doing so will result in the need for a very large mileage request
in a later year.
Property tax dollar amounts remain fixed from the date a levy is passed and there are no inflationary increases;
therefore, the school district must pass additional levies every few years to accommodate inflationary needs and
anticipated decreases in State funding.
The school district has explored Ohio Facility Construction Commission funding in the past and with this current project;
given the requirements and restrictions of commission. Construction, and minimum funds the commission would provide
our school district, pursuing this does not seem like a viable option.
The current school district administration understands the problems that occurred during the bidding/funding process of
the last project and will put processes and checks in place to prevent a reoccurrence.
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Community Engagement Opportunities cont.
Design Team - Key Findings
•
•
•

The current park-like setting is one of Mariemont High School’s greatest assets. The design should take advantage of
this setting to create a timeless and unique building that respects the Mariemont School Communities.
A redesigned facility should have the capability to adapt to evolving educational goals and inspire learning. The campus
should include indoor and outdoor student-centered spaces that fulfill multiple educational, social, and recreational
activities (or objectives).
In order to provide for a long term financial return on dollars spent, the district should invest in sustainable, innovative,
energy efficient, durable (disaster resistant) building materials and mechanical systems.

Learning Spaces Team - Key Findings
• Spaces and learning environments must foster ownership and pride and be inspiring and welcoming to the whole school
community.
• Learning environments need to be fluid and student-centered to foster collaboration and support active and
interdisciplinary learning.
• Spaces and learning environments need to be future-ready and sustainable in order to support changing pedagogical and
learning trends.
• Community involvement is an integral part of the learning process and is necessary to promote civic responsibility and
ownership in students and staff.
Arts Team - Key Findings
• Visual and Performing Arts education requires dedicated, sufficiently sized and configured spaces, which are in close
proximity to one another and include sufficient storage. These spaces need to allow students to collaborate and learn the
foundational elements of their art while promoting creative exploration and innovation.
• The school needs a properly-sized, multi-functional, main performing and gathering venue able to seat the entire student
body and support ALL school programs and events (refer to auditorium use calendar). Such a space will increase
exposure, appreciation, and support for the arts produced at Mariemont HS, and provide for greater student and
community involvement.
• Students need access to multi-purpose support spaces that promote interdisciplinary learning experiences, allow
collaboration across core subjects, offer the opportunity to expand beyond traditional fine arts subjects, encourage
multimedia exploration and creativity, and develop real world skills through both integrated and project-based learning.
• The school needs specific arts-related technology in digital media, sound, lighting, design, and public speaking. Solid arts
education fosters skills in these areas, which develops leadership and communication abilities integral to being competitive
in any job market as well as preparing students for opportunities across disciplines both inside and outside of the arts.
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Community Engagement Opportunities cont.
Athletics Team - Key Findings
•
•
•
•

The facility contains ample space but requires updates and reconfiguration for better utilization, flow, visibility, daylight,
and building security.
The facility needs dedicated, flexible, securable team space (locker rooms, storage areas, meeting room, restrooms/
showers) to serve ALL of our athletic teams during practice and competition events on campus.
Contemporary athletic facilities feature enlarged, modern, and reconfigured athletics training & rehabilitation space to
better serve the health and rehabilitation of student athletes and the needs of athletic training staff.
The larger competition and practice spaces (Gymnasiums, Pool, Kusel Stadium) are in need of upgrades to improve
safety, security, and functionality during MHS events.

Technology Team - Key Findings
• A robust infrastructure and network that is flexible and adaptable is needed to support ever changing edTech trends and
needs.
• The building technology must support controllability, access, safety, and security of our environment(s).
• Technology needs to maintain user-friendly and ease of operation for staff and students.
• A need for a mobile environment that supports sharing and communication of ideas for our 21st century student.
• We must ensure emerging technologies are planned for and supported through continued evaluation and training.

Transition Taskforce
In October 2017, the school district commissioned a Transition Taskforce to develop objectives and options for the
potential use of temporary housing during a renovation/construction project. If a category 2 option is selected, high
school students will be displaced from the academic wing of the facility for one year. If a category 3 option is selected,
high school students will be displaced from the academic wing of the facility for two years.
The Taskforce identified ranked objectives to consider when finalizing the temporary housing plan:
1. Ensure no interruption to the academic experience (i.e., science labs, technology access, art rooms, storage).
2. Maintain the “community” feel of being in a high school; ensure a plan for keeping current high school traditions (i.e.,
pep rallies, assemblies, performances, graduation, etc.) going during the transition; incorporate “gathering” spaces
into the temporary housing (if used in the option selected) for before school and after school activities.
3. Make safety and security a priority in the transition plan.
4. During consideration of options, identify the challenges, mistakes, pressure points, etc. with temporary classrooms
during the last construction project and make appropriate adjustments this time to prevent reoccurrence.
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Community Engagement Opportunities cont.
5. Consider the daily operational logistics that parents and students will need to navigate during the transition (i.e.,
parking, drop off/pick up, busing, after school activities, athletic events, performances).
6. Make the temporary classrooms (if used in the option selected) as comfortable as possible (i.e., use of flexible
furniture that will be transitioned into new facility, windows, gathering spaces, etc.) and plan for the transitions
between classes if students will need to go outside.
7. Message the transition plan and its rationale very clearly to parents and community members to ensure
transparency.
8. Build incentives for the students (particularly the seniors) into the transition plan to ease the feeling of inconvenience
(i.e., open lunch, student names/class commemorated in new facility in some way, etc.).
9. Clearly articulate the advantages students will experience during the transition in comparison to the current high
school facility (i.e., no natural light in current building; small classrooms in current building; difficult wayfinding in
current building, outdated restrooms, etc.). Message the opportunity for students as a “win.”
10. Message clearly how the sacrifice students are making temporarily now will benefit future students and the
community for years to come.
The taskforce identified two options to be considered for temporary housing during a construction project. Either option
could be implemented for a category two solution. Only option #2 could be implemented for a category 3 solution.
Option #1: Temporary Housing on Senior Parking Lot w/some Building Access
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Community Engagement Opportunities cont.
Option #2: Temporary Housing on Junior High School Property

Community Forum
The school district hosted a community forum at Mariemont High School on November 1, 2017. Approximately 50
community members attended the event to ask questions about the high school project. A total of 41 questions were
submitted prior, during or after the event via email and text message.
Key questions asked at the forum are listed below: (SEE APPENDIX K FOR ALL Q&As)
Q1. Some other districts in the area (like West Clermont Schools and Mason Schools) have done some different
types of financing options for recent building projects that prevented the burden from falling all on property tax
owners. Is this a possibility for us?
The district has looked into these types of financing options and, unfortunately, the Mariemont City School District is not
eligible.
In the West Clermont Schools, the district had two existing high schools that they closed to replace with one new high
school on a separate site. The district worked in conjunction with its township to develop the two old high school sites
and generate TIF (Tax Increment Financing) funds in the amount of $65,000,000 to pay for a portion of the new high
school cost. The district will then use its existing PI (Permanent Improvement) levy to fund the remaining cost of the
project.
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Community Engagement Opportunities cont.
Mason City Schools is a district that experienced massive growth requiring the construction of new buildings years ago.
At that time, the district built new buildings following Ohio Facility Construction Commission (OFCC) guidelines and paid
full price for the buildings with taxpayer dollars; doing this allowed the district to generate OFCC credits. Because
Mason’s spot on the OFCC waiting list came up recently, the district is now able to use these credits to offset the cost of
this new construction as long it is within the OFCC guidelines.
Q2. Isn’t the district going to need operating dollars too? If so, when will all of this be on the ballot?
The previous levy for operating dollars was approved by voters in 2014. The district met its promise to make those
dollars last at least four years this Fiscal Year (FY). With changes at the state level continuing to reduce our operating
dollars, the district will need to seek additional revenue streams in the near future in order to sustain the current level of
excellence that students receive and our community expects.
While we have done a good job limiting our expenditure increases to around two percent over the last five years, our
state revenues have been greatly reduced -- 20 percent in the latest state budget. This amounts to $750,000 per year or
$3.75 million over five years.
Currently, the state only provides Mariemont City Schools with 30 percent of the dollars we should be receiving if fully
funded. Added to this, it is important to remember that the school district does not receive any inflationary increases in
funding. Even when home values go up, the school district still receives the dollar amount originally approved by voters,
with very little revenue increase. This means that the only way for the school district to get additional operating dollars is
to ask for more funds from taxpayers.
Q3. Will this likely be on the ballot as a two separate issues - one for operating and one for building
improvements - or will it be one issue?
No decisions have been made regarding when or what type of ballot issue or issues will be presented to voters.
However, the school district considering making this a single ballot issue.
Two different third party assessments estimate the need for $12-$14 million in repairs and upgrades over the next five to
ten years at Mariemont High School. These are repairs and upgrades that will be necessary just to keep the building
open and operating — not for any significant improvements to the security, environment or design.
Because doing these repairs is not optional, placing these issues on the ballot separately would create challenges if one
passed and the other didn’t. For example, if an operating levy was approved by voters but a permanent improvement
levy failed, the district would be forced to take dollars from its general operating budget to pay for needed repairs at the
high school. This would require cuts in staffing and the academic program as there is not enough money in the operating
budget to pay for millions of dollars in repairs without making reductions in other areas.
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Community Engagement Opportunities cont.
In order to meet the community expectations for a high quality education in a fiscally transparent manner, it may be
necessary to have one combined issue so that it is very clear what will happen if it is approved and what will happen if it
fails.
Q4. You keep saying there isn’t a zero cost option, so if we don’t pass a levy, what will we do to keep the high
school operating?
It is true that there is no zero cost option. Two different third party assessments estimate the need for $12-$14 million in
repairs and upgrades over the next five to ten years. These are repairs and upgrades that will be necessary just to keep
the building open and operating — not for any significant improvements to the security, environment or design.
Therefore, we must plan for these expenditures.
Because doing these repairs is not optional, we would be forced to take dollars from our general operating budget to pay
for them. This will require us to make cuts in staffing and the academic program as we do not have enough money in the
operating budget to pay for millions of dollars in repairs without making reductions in other areas.
Q5. During the renovations of our elementary buildings, is it true that some of the additions/features originally
planned were not included in the final design?
Yes. A few things happened that caused the last building project cost to increase, requiring sacrifices (value engineering)
to be made in order to complete the project. First, since federal funds were used in the financing portion of the project,
prevailing wages had to be paid increasing the cost of the project by 3-5%. This was not included in the original cost
estimates. Secondly, square footage (30%) was added to the project very late which increased the cost as well. Finally,
the level of finishing materials and a “bad bid day” increased the cost of the project. Sacrifices had to be made to get the
project completed. The general contractor, Turner Construction, worked closely with the vendors and the school district
to get the project completed on time with as many amenities and features as possible.
The school district has already taken proactive steps to ensure this does not happen again on a future project including
acquiring the services of a construction consultant very early in the process to work with design architects to be more
realistic of costs, square footage, features and amenities.
Q6. Our high school students do well. We are considered one of the best high schools in the state. I just don’t
understand how this is going to make us any better? Can you please explain?
Space matters. Current research shows that the learning environment impacts student performance by as much as 25
percent. Our current high school building is limiting how well our faculty can teach and our students can learn. If asked,
our students would likely describe Mariemont High School as more of a museum for the way that education was 30 – 50
years ago—along with leaky ceilings and a temperature differential of 20 – 30 degrees on any given day--than an
inspirational space for teaching and learning.
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Community Engagement Opportunities cont.
As a community, we have to ask ourselves, are we doing our best to prepare our students for a world that they will soon
inhabit at the university level and in the workplace? Not by a long shot! If we remain static, we will soon be surpassed by
those schools who are making the changes that are in the best interest of their students.
Final Report by the Steering Committee
In its final report to the Board of Education, the steering committee presented the 30 objectives developed by the facility
teams in rank order. (SEE APPENDIX L FOR FULL PRESENTATION)
1. Design flexible spaces and classrooms that support learning appropriate to the discipline and intended
experience.
2. A secure main point of entry leading to a gathering space for students and guests that embodies the heart of our
district heritage and evokes inspiration and pride
3. Design student-centered collaborative spaces throughout the building. These spaces should be designed so that
they can be used as community-centered gathering spaces outside of the regular school day.
4. Design a welcoming, defined entrance, that is safe and secure and showcases school pride for all visitors.
5. Design a building that respects the aesthetic character of the Mariemont School Communities, but also includes
elements of transitional design that connect the outdoor elements to the indoor spaces through the use of natural
lighting, views, and access that will take advantage of the building site to inspire learning.
6. The total millage request of a combined operating levy/permanent improvement levy should not exceed 9.9 mils;
additionally, the operating levy millage amount should be large enough to last the school district a minimum of
four years.
7. Simple internet connectivity, wireless access points, and robust bandwidth are critical components that must be
in place prior to any other implementation of technology.
8. Create efficient/safe drop-off/pickup areas for students and visitors that are incorporated into an improved traffic
flow and improved campus parking areas for students, staff, and visitors
9. Design spaces and classrooms that support adaptation of emerging technologies and pedagogies while
promoting environmentally sustainable practices.
10. The school district needs to clearly message the impact well performing, high supported schools have on
property values and what our residents get in return for their investment in comparison to other school districts.
11. Incorporate energy efficient and sustainable design into the facility to maximize long term operating savings.
12. Provide sufficiently-sized and configured visual and performing arts classrooms with appropriate support spaces,
in-room storage, lighting, and acoustics. They must be accessible to each other as well as the performance and
display spaces, and include updated systems and equipment.
13. Students and staff need to have equal access to technology in a user-friendly environment
14. Safety and educated access to not only digital environments but physical environments need to have the ability
to be controlled by our technology.
15. A mobile technology environment needs to support learning anywhere, anytime, by anyone
16. Design functional spaces that allow for the showcase of student learning while incorporating natural light and
providing ample storage.
High School Master Facility Planning Process
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Community Engagement Opportunities cont.
17. Utilization of outdoor areas, maximizing the natural aesthetics in learning spaces.
18. Plan for emerging technologies by continually searching for edtech trends and properly train staff and students.
19. Provide adequate infrastructure in all arts classrooms to support advancing, discipline-specific technologies (e.g.,
adequate kiln, dark room, outlets and charging stations at tables, recording/playback equipment within music
rooms, flexible use furniture that adjusts to group size and purpose.).
20. The school district should pursue private funding options as part of this project that could include naming rights,
the employment of a district development director and/or the use of an outside consultant.
21. Do adequate research to ensure the current site is the most viable and/or desired option for the high school
facility.
22. Provide several break out rooms adjacent to music spaces as well as media commons, with proper sound
insulation, equipment and technology to accommodate music lessons and practice, recording sessions, video
production, and small group meetings.
23. Expand and Improve Locker Room and Team Space Areas.
24. Provide sufficient storage within the arts wing for ALL visual and performing arts to support current programs and
future growth.
25. The large performance space should include 21st century technology onstage, backstage and in the house as
well as accommodate the entire current and future student body and audience.
26. Expand and Improve Athletic Training and Rehabilitation Facility.
27. Expanded On-Campus Practice / Competition Facilities.
28. Provide additional flexible performance space (e.g., black-box theater).
29. Research necessary activities and benefits of creating a LEED certified, or LEED-like building.
30. Expanded and Improve Pool Facilities.
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APPENDIX E

APPENDIX F

MARIEMONT CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
Hamilton County, Ohio
9/25/2017 – 10/11/2017
N=251, +/- 6.18%
Registered Voters
(percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding)

www.FallonResearch.com

Q. 1. Generally speaking, would you say that Hamilton County is going in the right
direction, or has it gotten off onto the wrong track?
55.8%
16.4
5.7
22.1

Right direction
Wrong track
Mixed/both (volunteered)
Unsure/no answer

Looking at some local matters in your particular area…
Q. 2. Do you think that property taxes in the area where you live are too high, generally
pretty fair or too low?
60.4%
35.6
.4
3.6

Too high
Pretty fair
Too low
Unsure/no answer

Q. 3. Thinking about the Mariemont City School District that serves your community,
would you say that it is generally going in the right direction, or has it gotten off onto the
wrong track?
77.8%
13.2
1.8
7.2

Right direction
Wrong track
Mixed/both (volunteered)
Unsure/no answer

Q. 4. Overall, how would you rate the quality of education being provided by the
Mariemont City School District? Would you say it is excellent, good, fair, poor, or very
poor?
89.3% TOTAL POSITIVE RATING
64.3 Excellent
28
Good
2.6% Fair
.5%
.5

TOTAL NEGATIVE RATING
Poor
1

0

Very poor

4.6% Unsure/no answer
Q. 5. Generally speaking, do you approve or disapprove of the job being done by the
classroom teachers who work for the Mariemont City School District, or do you not have
enough information to have formed an opinion? Follow-up: Would you say that you
strongly approve/disapprove, or just somewhat approve/disapprove?
57% TOTAL APPROVE
48.5 Strongly approve
8.5
Somewhat approve
3%
1.4
1.6

TOTAL DISAPPPROVE
Somewhat disapprove
Strongly disapprove

37.3% Not informed/no opinion
2.7% Unsure/no answer
Q. 6. In your opinion, how would you rate the job that the Mariemont City School
District has done spending its tax money in an effective and responsible manner? Would
you say it is excellent, good, fair, poor or very poor?
68.4% TOTAL POSITIVE RATING
28.5 Excellent
39.9 Good
15.1% Fair
7%
3.9
3.1

TOTAL NEGATIVE RATING
Poor
Very poor

9.5% Unsure/no answer
Q. 7. Overall, how would you rate the job that the Mariemont City School District does
communicating with parents and the public? Would you say it is excellent, good, fair,
poor or very poor?
79.6% TOTAL POSITIVE RATING
46.1 Excellent
33.5 Good
8.4% Fair

2

3.1% TOTAL NEGATIVE RATING
2.1
Poor
1
Very poor
9%

Unsure/no answer

Q. 8. How much news and information about the Mariemont City School District schools
do you see or read on the School District’s official website, Twitter and Facebook
accounts? Would you say that you see or read a lot, some, not very much or nothing at
all?
27.4%
29.6
13.3
22.9
5.6
1.1

A lot
Some
Not very much
Nothing
Do not use social media (volunteered)
Unsure/no answer

Q. 9. Overall, how would you rate the job that the School District has done to listen to
people like you, so they feel like stakeholders whose opinions are valued by school
leaders? Would you say it is excellent, good, fair, poor or very poor?
62.9% TOTAL POSITIVE RATING
27.3 Excellent
35.6 Good
16.8% Fair
8.7% TOTAL NEGATIVE RATING
5.7
Poor
3
Very poor
11.6% Unsure/no answer
Looking at another school matter…
Q. 10. At this time, the School District is currently exploring plans for a new or
renovated Mariemont High School building. How much news and information have you
seen, read, or heard about this matter? A lot of information, some, not very much or
nothing at all?
32.3%
29.1
16.7
21.4
.4

A lot
Some
Not very much
Nothing
Unsure/no answer
3

Q. 11. In general, do you think the Mariemont High School building is in…good
condition and needs no improvements...adequate condition and needs some upgrades and
repairs...poor condition and needs to be replaced…(ended rotation)…or…do you not
have enough information about this to have formed an opinion?
9.1%
37
18.2
32.1
3.6

Good
Adequate
Poor
No opinion
Unsure/no answer

Q. 12. In your opinion, do you think that the Mariemont High School building should be
completely replaced, renovated and partially-replaced, make only essential repairs or
have nothing done to it at this time?
20.2%
30.6
20.1
7.2
21.9

Replaced
Renovated/partially replaced
Only essential repairs
Nothing
Unsure/no answer

Q. 13. Supposing for a moment, that the School Board decides to completely replace the
Mariemont High School building with a new one, generally speaking would you support
or oppose this plan?
51.2% Support
38
Oppose
10.8 Unsure/no answer
Thinking more about some various building options…
(RANDOMLY ROTATED NEXT 3 QUESTIONS)
Q. 14. Supposing for a moment that the plan to pay for a new Mariemont High School
building was funded through an 8-mill continuous permanent improvement levy, which
would cost property owners an additional $280 dollars for each $100,000 dollars of
property value, would you vote for or against it?
37.6% For
56.9 Against
5.5
Unsure/no answer
Q. 15. Supposing for a moment that the plan to pay to renovate and partially replace the
Mariemont High School building was funded through a 6-mill continuous permanent
4

improvement levy, which would cost property owners an additional $200 dollars for each
$100,000 dollars of property value, would you vote for or against it?
46.3% For
45.3 Against
8.4
Unsure/no answer
Q. 16. Supposing for a moment that the plan to pay to make only essential repairs to the
Mariemont High School building was funded through a 5-mill continuous permanent
improvement levy, which would cost property owners an additional $180 dollars for each
$100,000 dollars of property value, would you vote for or against it?
52.4% For
41.2 Against
6.4
Unsure/no answer
Q. 17. Thinking more about this, in general, do you think it is better to…(rotated)…do as
much as possible at this time, in order to maximize the investment in the high school
building, even though it will cost more money to do so…or…do as little as possible at this
time, in order to minimize the burden on taxpayers, even though more money will
eventually have to be spent on the building in the future?
53.7% Do as much as possible
34.5 Do as little as possible
11.8 Unsure/no answer
Now I would like to read you some of the things that could be accomplished by
renovating or building a new high school building. After each one, please tell me if
you think it should be a high, medium or low priority. Here’s the first one…
(RANDOMLY ROTATED NEXT 4 QUESTIONS)
How much of a priority should it be to…
Q. 18. Offer new science labs that can provide exposure to advanced coursework needed
to prepare students for college?
62.5%
22.9
10.9
.7
3

High
Medium
Low
Not a priority (volunteered)
Unsure/no answer

Q. 19. Create a new performing arts space that could also be used for community
meetings and public events?
5

26.1%
37.4
31.9
1.1
3.7

High
Medium
Low
Not a priority (volunteered)
Unsure/no answer

Q. 20. Offer areas for project-based learning, in order to teach students other skills
needed for life after high school and the workforce?
53.9%
24.8
16.4
.7
4.3

High
Medium
Low
Not a priority (volunteered)
Unsure/no answer

Q. 21. Create a building that is safer for students and staff and offers better accessibility?
52.6%
26.7
16.9
.7
3.1

High
Medium
Low
Not a priority (volunteered)
Unsure/no answer

Now that you have heard more about it…
(ROTATED NEXT 2 QUESTIONS)
Q. 22. If the School Board decides to completely replace the Mariemont High School
building with a new one, generally speaking would you support or oppose this plan?
49.1% Support
42.6 Oppose
8.3
Unsure/no answer
Q. 23. If the School Board decides to renovate and partially replace the Mariemont High
School building, generally speaking would you support or oppose this plan?
67.2% Support
25.7 Oppose
7.1
Unsure/no answer
Finally, I have a few short questions for statistical purposes...
Q. 24. I would like to read you a list of age groups. Please stop me when I get to the one
you are in.
6

39.8%
34.3
25.2
.37

18 to 44
45 to 64
65 and older
Unsure/no answer

Q. 25. Do you own or rent your current home?
85.8%
13.5
0
.7

Own
Rent
Other (volunteered)
Unsure/no answer

Q. 26. Do you have any children currently enrolled in a Mariemont City School District
public school?
52.1% Yes – skipped next question
47.9 No
0
Unsure/no answer
Q. 27. Do you expect to enroll any children in a Mariemont City School District public
school within the next 5 years?
n=120
14.1% Yes
83.6 No
2.4
Unsure/no answer
Gender:
47.2% Male
52.8 Female
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FACILITIES STUDY
SURVEY RESULTS
@PFallonResearch
@OHOmnibusSurvey
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Telephone interviews performed by specially-trained opinion research interviewers
Conducted with 251 randomly-selected registered voters, residing in the Mariemont
City School District of Ohio, using a combination of valid residential, VOIP and
cellular telephone listings
+/- 6.18% overall estimated margin of error, with a confidence
interval of 12.36% within which the results can vary
September 25 – October 11, 2017
Data was stratified so that the differences in vital characteristics, such as age,
gender and geography are represented in proportion to their percentages of the
district’s electorate
Due to rounding, not all results add up to 100%, and the data is presented in a
different order than the questions were asked
Unless otherwise noted, only statistically-significant differences that were outside
the confidence interval for the overall estimated margin of sampling error have been
reported in this presentation of key findings
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100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

83% Net Right
Direction

65% Net Right
Direction

40% Net Right
Direction

89

80% Net Right
Direction

85

78
56

22

16

13

6
Hamilton County

2 7

6 2 3

5 2

8

Mariement City School

Mariement City School

Mariement City School

Distirct

Distirct (among parents)

Distirct (2013)

Right direction

Wrong track

Mixed

Unsure

Is it going in the right direction or has it gotten off onto the wrong track?
Comparing Locales
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SELECT KEY SUB-GROUP RESULTS
55

Parents

66

Non-parents

61

Homeowners*

60

60

Renters*
18 to 44

36

56
63

45 to 64

68

65 and older
55

2013

0
Too high

Pretty fair

Too low

4
Unsure

Do you think that property taxes in the area where you live are too high,
generally pretty fair or too low?
Tax Sensitivity
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SELECT KEY SUB-GROUP RESULTS
96

Parents

64% Excellent +
28% Good

88

Non-parents

92

88

Men

96

Women
18 to 44

92
96

45 to 64
87

65 and older

1% Poor +
0% Very poor

3

96

2013

1

5

Total
Fair
Total poor/very
Unsure
excellent/good
poor
Overall, how would you rate the quality of education being provided by the
Mariemont City School District?

Quality of Education
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SELECT KEY SUB-GROUP RESULTS

49% Strongly +
9% Somewhat

82

Parents
29

Non-parents

56

Men*

58

Women*

58

18 to 44

1% Somewhat +
2% Strongly

71
60

45 to 64

37

30

65 and older

65

2013

3

3
Total approve

Total disapprove

Not informed

Unsure

Generally speaking, do you approve or disapprove of the job being done by the classroom
teachers who work for the Mariemont City School District, or do you not have enough
information to have formed an opinion?

Teacher Approval Rating
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SELECT KEY SUB-GROUP RESULTS

28% Excellent +
40% Good

81

Parents
55

Non-parents

66

Men*

68

70

Women*
18 to 44

4% Poor +
3% Very poor

77
64

45 to 64

61

65 and older

74

2013

15
7
Total
excellent/good

Fair

Total poor/very
poor

10

Unsure

In your opinion, how would you rate the job that the Mariemont City School
District has done spending its tax money in an effective and responsible manner?
Managing Taxes
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SELECT KEY SUB-GROUP RESULTS
92

Parents

66

Non-parents

46% Excellent +
34% Good

78

Men*

80

Women*

81

87

18 to 44

2% Poor +
1% Very poor

Fair

64

65 and older

8

Total
excellent/good

82

45 to 64

3
Total poor/very
poor

9

Unsure

Overall, how would you rate the job that the Mariemont City School District does
communicating with parents and the public?

Rating Communication
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SELECT KEY SUB-GROUP RESULTS
77

Parents

27% Excellent +
36% Good

48

Non-parents

62

Men*

63

Women*

6% Poor +
3% Very poor

64

74

18 to 44

57

45 to 64

54

65 and older

17
9

Total
excellent/good

Fair

Total poor/very
poor

12

Unsure

Overall, how would you rate the job that the School District has done to
listen to people like you, so they feel like stakeholders whose opinions are
valued by school leaders?
Stakeholder Receptivity
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NOTABLE SUB-GROUP RESULTS:

84% Parents
27% Non-parents
57%
Frequent
Exposure

70

64
28

18 to 44

27

30

45 to 64

65 and older

23
13
6

A lot

Some

Not much

Nothing

Do not use

1

Unsure

How much news and information about the Mariemont City School District
schools do you see or read on the School District’s official website, Twitter and
Facebook accounts?
Internet & Social Media Penetration
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Facilities
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SELECT KEY SUB-GROUP RESULTS
76

Parents
46

Non-parents

56

Men

61%
Informed
Awareness

67

Women
63

18 to 44

66

45 to 64
54

65 and older
Homeowners

64
46

Renters

79

Follow on I/SM

32

39

Do not follow on I/SM

29
17

21

0

A lot

Some

Not much

Nothing

Unsure

At this time, the School District is currently exploring plans for a new or
renovated Mariemont High School building. How much news and information
have you seen, read, or heard about this matter?
Awareness
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33
100

28

27

6

80

Good

5

Adequate

Poor

No opinion

Unsure

Results Among Parents

60

37

40

32
18

20

9

4

0

Good

Adequate

Poor

No opinion

Unsure

In general, do you think the Mariemont High School building is in good condition and
needs no improvements, adequate condition and needs some upgrades and repairs, poor
condition and needs to be replaced or do you not have enough information about this to
have formed an opinion?

Building Condition
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77% Want Something Done

100
30

35

71% Want
Something
Done

80

19

12

Replaced

60

Renovated

Essential
repairs

4

Nothing

Unsure

Results Among Parents

31

40

20

22

20

20

7

0

Replaced

Renovated

Essential repairs

Nothing

Unsure

In your opinion, do you think that the Mariemont High School building should
be completely replaced, renovated and partially-replaced, make only essential
repairs or have nothing done to it at this time?
Building Disposition
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SELECT KEY SUB-GROUP RESULTS

13% Net support

Support
51%

Oppose
38%

64

24

Parents
Non-parents

37

Men*

37

53
52

Women*

39

Homeowners

41

Unsure
11%

Renters
18 to 44

Against

50
49
65

20

66

25
42

45 to 64
65 and older

For

36

46
53

Supposing for a moment, that the School Board decides to completely replace
the Mariemont High School building with a new one, generally speaking would
you support or oppose this plan?
Building Replacement
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To make only essential repairs to the Mariemont High School building was
funded through a 5-mill continuous permanent improvement levy, which
would cost property owners an additional $180 dollars for each $100,000
dollars of property value?

52

41

6

NOTABLE SUB-GROUP RESULTS:

44% HP general election voters
38% HP municipal election voters
30% HP primary election voters

To renovate and partially replace the Mariemont High School building was
funded through a 6-mill continuous permanent improvement levy, which
would cost property owners an additional $200 dollars for each $100,000
dollars of property value?

46

45

8

NOTABLE SUB-GROUP RESULTS:

38% HP general election voters
34% HP municipal election voters
26% HP primary election voters

For a new Mariemont High School building was funded through an 8-mill
continuous permanent improvement levy, which would cost property owners
an additional $280 dollars for each $100,000 dollars of property value?

38

57

6

NOTABLE SUB-GROUP RESULTS:

31% HP general election voters
28% HP municipal election voters
20% HP primary election voters

For

Against

Unsure

Would you vote for or against the plan…
Funding Options Among All
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To make only essential repairs to the Mariemont High School
building was funded through a 5-mill continuous permanent
improvement levy, which would cost property owners an additional
$180 dollars for each $100,000 dollars of property value?

64

To renovate and partially replace the Mariemont High School
building was funded through a 6-mill continuous permanent
improvement levy, which would cost property owners an additional
$200 dollars for each $100,000 dollars of property value?
For a new Mariemont High School building was funded through an
8-mill continuous permanent improvement levy, which would cost
property owners an additional $280 dollars for each $100,000
dollars of property value?

0%

For

28

59

31

49
20%

45
40%

60%

Against

6

10

6
80%

100%

Unsure

Would you vote for or against the plan…
Funding Options Among Parents
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Offer new science labs that can provide exposure to
advanced coursework needed to prepare students for
college?

63

23

11 1 3

Offer areas for project-based learning, in order to teach
students other skills needed for life after high school and
the workforce?

54

25

16 1 4

Create a building that is safer for students and staff and
offers better accessibility?

53

27

17 1 3

Create a new performing arts space that could also be
used for community meetings and public events?

26

0%

High

Medium

Low

20%

37
40%

Not

60%

32

1 4

80%

100%

Unsure

How much of a priority should it be to…
Priorities Among All
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Offer new science labs that can provide exposure to
advanced coursework needed to prepare students for
college?

75

Create a building that is safer for students and staff and
offers better accessibility?

67

Offer areas for project-based learning, in order to teach
students other skills needed for life after high school and
the workforce?

0%

Medium

Low

20%

11 0 2

23

33

44
40%

Not

40 1

20

63

Create a new performing arts space that could also be
used for community meetings and public events?

High

20

10 0 4

22

60%

80%

02
100%

Unsure

How much of a priority should it be to…
Priorities Among Parents
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Conclusion
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6% Net support

41% Net support

Support
67%
Support
49%

Oppose
43%

Unsure
8%
-2% support change
compared to 1st test

If the School Board decides to completely
replace the Mariemont High School building
with a new one, generally speaking would
you support or oppose this plan?

Unsure
7%
Oppose
26%

If the School Board decides to renovate and
partially replace the Mariemont High School
building, generally speaking would you
support or oppose this plan?

Support Among All
www.FallonResearch.com
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39% Net support

61% Net support

Support
66%

Unsure
7%

Oppose
27%
2% support change
compared to 1st test

If the School Board decides to completely
replace the Mariemont High School building
with a new one, generally speaking would
you support or oppose this plan?

Support
77%

Unsure
7%
Oppose
16%
If the School Board decides to renovate and
partially replace the Mariemont High School
building, generally speaking would you
support or oppose this plan?

Support Among Parents
www.FallonResearch.com
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SELECT ATTITUDINAL SUB-GROUP RESULTS

13% Net support

Support
51%

Education excellent/good

Finances excellent/good

38

Oppose
38%

Listening excellent/good

Taxes too high

52

Against

65

25

Communicating
excellent/good
Unsure
11%

For

33

55
66

26
36

55

Supposing for a moment, that the School Board decides to completely replace
the Mariemont High School building with a new one, generally speaking would
you support or oppose this plan?
Building Replacement Revisited
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To make only essential repairs to the Mariemont High School building was
funded through a 5-mill continuous permanent improvement levy, which
would cost property owners an additional $180 dollars for each $100,000
dollars of property value?

52

41

6

NOTABLE SUB-GROUP RESULTS:

44% HP general election voters
38% HP municipal election voters
30% HP primary election voters

To renovate and partially replace the Mariemont High School building was
funded through a 6-mill continuous permanent improvement levy, which
would cost property owners an additional $200 dollars for each $100,000
dollars of property value?

46

45

8

NOTABLE SUB-GROUP RESULTS:

38% HP general election voters
34% HP municipal election voters
26% HP primary election voters

NOTABLE SUB-GROUP RESULTS:

62% Support new building

For a new Mariemont High School building was funded through an 8-mill
continuous permanent improvement levy, which would cost property owners
an additional $280 dollars for each $100,000 dollars of property value?

38

57

6

NOTABLE SUB-GROUP RESULTS:

31% HP general election voters
28% HP municipal election voters
20% HP primary election voters

For

Against

Unsure

Would you vote for or against the plan…
Funding Options Revisited
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AMONG THOSE WHO SAY TAXES ARE TOO HIGH

39
Essential repairs levy

For

55

Against

60

32
Renovate/partially replace levy

36

60

20
New building levy

0
Too high

Pretty fair

Too low

74

4
Unsure

Do you think that property taxes in the area where you live are too high,
generally pretty fair or too low?
Tax Sensitivity Revisited
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Climate & Opinion
Environment:
There is great contentment and satisfaction
within the community, which indicates that
there are no misgivings or turmoil that may
affect public opinions and deliberations
about facilities needs
The performance ratings for all critical
functions are exceptionally high, indicating
great satisfaction with the school system, as
well as suggesting tremendous confidence
Much of the community, especially parents,
appear to be engaged in district matters and
there is no critical dearth of communication
There is a high level of sensitivity to taxes,
which is quite pervasive among many key
segments, despite the confidence that the
public seems to have in the work the district
is doing to manage finances

Building Needs &
Options:
Awareness of an impending building initiative is
high, which indicates that first impressions are
being formed and views will soon become
entrenched
There is a some complacency about the
condition of the high school building that may
be stifling urgency to act
Among the public, conceptual support for
replacing the high school building is tepid,
although parents appear more enthusiastic
A request for funding to replace the building may
face substantial resistance, but the public
appears receptive to the other options
The timing of the request could have a pivotal
impact on the outcome of the voting decision
A high level of sensitivity to taxes appears to be
inhibiting support for any type of building
initiative, regardless of its merits

Key Findings Re-Cap
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APPENDIX G

MARIEMONT CITY SCHOOLS
REAL ESTATE STUDY
December 4, 2017

OVERVIEW
1. Project Background and Description
MSA Architects (MSA), project architect and manager for the Mariemont City Schools (MCS) high school, was engaged
to work with the Mariemont community and school leadership to develop a master facility plan for Mariemont High
School. As part of MSA’s scope of work, Bellwether Enterprise was asked to review potential site options to meet the
requirements of a new high school facility.

2. Project Scope
The search area aligns with the Mariemont City School jurisdictional boundaries (see map below) with the following
criteria:






Within Mariemont, Terrace Park, Fairfax and small section of Columbia Township.
30-35-acre minimum site area
Greenfield or improved site that can be redeveloped to match High School building plan which
includes 150,000 SF with 90,000 SF first floor area
15 minimum acres for outside athletics and other extra-curricular activities
Access / Walkable

Bellwether Enterprise Real Estate Capital, LLC

|

5905 East Galbraith Road

|

Suite 4300

|

Cincinnati, OH 45236

3. Research
Bellwether Enterprise used multiple real estate search web sites (LoopNet, MLS, Co-Star), aerial assessment
(Google Earth), and field canvassing (drive the market) to identify potential sites. Both single sites or assembled
sites were considered. Zoning was not a limiting condition since we assumed site could be rezoned. There were
15 listed sites for sale identified, however all were under 2.1 acres without the ability to assemble. Large improved
structures were considered in Fairfax (existing use industrial). Finally, the field search includes properties within
the district used as public parks as well as a recreation use located on Newtown Road.
Fairfax Industrial District
The industrial district located on the west edge of the MCS district within the Village of Fairfax has a group of about
a dozen small (5,000 SF) to large (+100,000 SF) industrial structures in a land area of over 100 total acres. The
lager buildings are nearly fully occupied +50 years old, functionally challenged structures. It is likely the site and
building improvements, have environmental conditions that would either preclude residential and/or school uses
or require substantial remediation.

Newtown
Located on Newtown Road, this 100+ acre site is Home to the Little Miami Golf Center, a 9-hole par 3 golf
course owned by the Hamilton County Park District. This property is situated in the flood plain within the
political jurisdiction of Anderson Township and Forest Hills Local School District.

Bellwether Enterprise Real Estate Capital, LLC

|

5905 East Galbraith Road

|

Suite 4300

|

Cincinnati, OH 45236

Park Areas
There are public park areas that are located within the MCS district boundaries. While these sites have the
sufficient land area to house a new high school, deed restrictions, existing use, political issues, and flood plain
topographical issues would preclude consideration of these sites for development.

E
D
B

C

A

(A) Mariemont Gardens Park (South 80): The Mariemont Gardens Park, also known as South 80 (80-acres)
is a community gardens managed by the village of Mariemont. Identified by the Audubon Society as a
hidden gem, it is a migratory site with abundant bird life.
(B) Indian Hill Greenbelt: Although not designated as a park, this 35.56 acre considered part of the Indian
Hill greenbelt although it located in the jurisdiction of MCS in the Village of Mariemont. This parcel is
owned by the Village of Indian Hill, being transferred in 1984.

(C) Avoca Park and Trail: Dedicated as a public park since the 1920’s, this 65-acrea park is now owned by
Hamilton County Park District and is preserved without development, except for parking and restrooms.
The site is bisected by the Little Miami Scenic Trail.
(D) Kroger Hills State Reserve: This 217-acre conservation district is compromised od old-growth forest and
a restored prairie with 80 acres of grassland. This conservation area was acquired in 1978 and is located
along the Little Miami River and on the hillsides near Indian Hill. Tis area is owned by the State of Ohio
Department of Natural Resources and managed by the Hamilton County Park District.

Bellwether Enterprise Real Estate Capital, LLC

|

5905 East Galbraith Road

|

Suite 4300

|

Cincinnati, OH 45236

(E) Village of Terrace Park: Contiguous to the Kroger Hills State Reserve is land owned by the Village of
Terrace Park (Drackett Field 12 acres, soccer fields); Terrace Park Recreation Commission (10 acres,
baseball fields); and Terrace Park Swim and Tennis Club (+/- 3.7 acres).

4. Conclusion
The current high school site offers the ability to develop new building improvements aligning with the criteria of the
master plan for the high school. The alternative sites did not meet the criteria for the high for the following reasons:







Size
Political Jurisdiction
Topography / Flood Plain
Environmental
Existing use
Access

Listed
Fairfax
Newtown
Parks

Size
N
Y
Y
Y

Jurisdiction
Y
Y
N
Y

Bellwether Enterprise Real Estate Capital, LLC

|

Topo
Y
Y
N
N

Environmental
Y
N
Y
Y

5905 East Galbraith Road

|

Suite 4300

Use
N
N
N
N

|

Access
N
N
N
N

Cincinnati, OH 45236
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Master Facility Plan
for
Mariemont High School

Timeline

Create
community
facility
taskforce

Report
Report final
solution
assessment
options to
Create
to Board of
Board of
Education building team Education

2017

2016

Create
futures team

Conduct
community
survey

Create
steering
committee

Conducts
design
workshops

Host
community
forums
& focus
groups

Approve
Master
Facility Plan

2018

Report
community
feedback to
Board of
Education

Next
steps
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11/27/17

From Feedback to Objectives . . .
• Improve/Replace Infrastructure and Systems

• Create Highly Sustainable Facility and Campus

• Improve Safety and Security

• Significantly Improve Learning Environments

• Improve Daylight and Views

• Update and Improve Athletic Facilities

• Improve and Expand Classrooms
• Provide Collaboration Spaces

• Improve and Expand Visual and Performing Arts
Facilities

• Provide Areas to Showcase Work

• Improve Food and Dining Facilities

• Improve Flexibility of Use

• Improve Access to/from Campus and Expand
Parking

• Create More Open and Inviting Environment
• Improve Accessibility Throughout
• Improve/Enhance Connections to Outdoors

• Maintain Regular Operations During
Construction

DESIGN WORKSHOP #1
Development Scenario Categories

1A 1B 1C Minimal Renovation
2A 2B 2C Major Renovation | Demo | Addition(s)
3

New Facilities

2
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Mariemont High School Master Plan
Prioritization Exercise - Steering Committee Feedback
Primary Objectives

Rank

Significantly Improve Learning Environments

1

Improve and Expand Classrooms

2

Improve Safety and Security

3

Provide Collaboration Spaces

4

Improve Daylight and Views

4

Improve/Replace Infrastructure and Systems

4

Improve Flexibility of Use

7

Improve Accessibility Throughout

8

Create More Open and Inviting Environment

8

Improve and Expand Visual and Performing Arts Facilities

8

Improve Access to/from Campus and Expand Parking

11

Create Highly Sustainable Facility and Campus

11

Improve/Enhance Connections to Outdoors

13

Improve Food and Dining Facilities

14

Maintain Regular Operations During Construction

14

Provide Areas to Showcase Work

16

Update and Improve Athletic Facilities

16

DESIGN WORKSHOP #2
Refined Development Scenario Categories

1A 1B 1C Minimal Renovation
2D 2E
3A

Major Renovation | Demo | Addition(s)
New Facilities

3
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DESIGN WORKSHOP #3
Refined Development Scenario Categories

What are the Options still
under consideration?

Options

1A

1A
“Repair as Needed”
129,000 SF
Repairs only

1B

1C

1B
“Infrastructure”
129,000 SF
Renovations

1C
“Small Adds”
146,000 SF (+/-)
Renovations + Additions

4
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Options

2D

BASE

2D

2D

2E

2D

BASE

AUD

“Partial Replace w/
Existing Auditorium”
165,880 SF (+/-)
Large Additions + Renovations

Options

AUD

“Partial Replace w/
New Auditorium”
177,550 SF (+/-)
Large Additions + Renovations

2E
“Connected Campus”
177,550 SF (+/-)
Large Additions + Renovations

3A

3A
“All New”
184,510 SF (+/-)
New Construction

5
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Conceptual Budget Summary (Total Project Cost)

Options

1A

1B

1C
% marking acceptable or very acceptable

11%

7%

1A

1B

“Repair as Needed”
129,000 SF
Repairs only

“Infrastructure”
129,000 SF
Renovations

9%

1C
“Small Adds”
146,000 SF (+/-)
Renovations + Additions

6
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Options

2D

BASE

2D
AUD

2E
% marking acceptable or very acceptable

26%

35%

66%

2D

2D

2E

BASE

AUD

“Partial Replace w/
Existing Auditorium”
165,880 SF (+/-)
Large Additions + Renovations

Options

“Partial Replace w/
New Auditorium”
177,550 SF (+/-)
Large Additions + Renovations

“Connected Campus”
177,550 SF (+/-)
Large Additions + Renovations

3A
% marking acceptable or very acceptable

49%

3A
“All New”
184,510 SF (+/-)
New Construction

7
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Options

1A

1B

1C

% marking slightly acceptable or
not at all acceptable

88%

87%

1A

1B

“Repair as Needed”
129,000 SF
Repairs only

Options

2D

BASE

1C

“Infrastructure”
129,000 SF
Renovations

2D
AUD

2E

78%

“Small Adds”
146,000 SF (+/-)
Renovations + Additions

% marking slightly acceptable or
not at all acceptable

42%

33%

22%

2D

2D

2E

BASE

“Partial Replace w/
Existing Auditorium”
165,880 SF (+/-)
Large Additions + Renovations

AUD

“Partial Replace w/
New Auditorium”
177,550 SF (+/-)
Large Additions + Renovations

“Connected Campus”
177,550 SF (+/-)
Large Additions + Renovations

8
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Options

3A

% marking slightly acceptable or
not at all acceptable

36%

3A
“All New”
184,510 SF (+/-)
New Construction

Given the information you know at this time in the process and when considering cost
projections for each option and how each option will impact the high school facility, which do
you consider to be the best option moving forward? Choose only one.
2E

Major Renovation | Demo | Addition(s) –
Replace Portion of Existing at Parking Lot

1A

Repair as Needed

1B

Infrastructure

1C

Small Adds

“Connected Campus”

58%

0%
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If you could remove one option from consideration based on what you know now, which
would you select?

1A

Minimal Renovation

“Repair as Needed”

2D
AUD

Major Renovation | Demo | Addition(s) –
Replace Portion of Existing at Parking Lot

“Partial Replace w/New Auditorium”

71%

1%

If you could keep one option for consideration based on what you know now, which would
you select?
2E

Major Renovation | Demo | Addition(s) –
Replace Portion of Existing at Parking Lot

“Connected Campus”

46%

1B

Minimal Renovation

“Infrastructure”

2%

10
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This solution seems appropriate for addressing the challenges at the high school.
WORKSHOP #3
SURVEY RESULTS

WORKSHOP #1
SURVEY RESULTS

WORKSHOP #2
SURVEY RESULTS

2C

2E

2E

1B

1B

1B 1C

This solution supports the types of arts facilities that I believe we should have as part of the high
school facility.
WORKSHOP #3
SURVEY RESULTS

WORKSHOP #1
SURVEY RESULTS

WORKSHOP #2
SURVEY RESULTS

2C

2E

2E

1B

1B

1B

11
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This solution supports the types of athletic facilities that I believe we should have as part of the
high school facility.
WORKSHOP #3
SURVEY RESULTS

WORKSHOP #1
SURVEY RESULTS

WORKSHOP #2
SURVEY RESULTS

2C

2E

2E

1B

1B

1B

12

APPENDIX I

DESIGN
WORKSHOP #1

SOLUTION 1A – “Repairs Only”
Based on what you know about this solution now, what do you consider to be the most significant pro? Choose
only one.
☐Infrastructure/systems only repaired/replaced as needed
☐No safety enhancements
☐No learning environment/academic space enhancements
☐No updates/renovations to athletic facilities
☐No updates/renovations to arts facilities
☐No additional natural light/outdoor spaces
☐No improvements in accessibility
☐No improvements to dining/food facilities
☐No change to shape/structure/look of facility
☐All areas of high school facility remain under one roof
☐No enhancements to parking
☐No student displacement/relocation
☐Least expensive

08%

03%

04%
21%
64%

Based on what you know about this solution now, what do you consider to be the most significant con? Choose
only one.
☐Infrastructure/systems only repaired as needed
06%
☐No safety enhancements
☐No learning environment/academic space enhancements
☐No updates/renovations to athletic facilities
☐No updates/renovations to arts facilities
☐No additional natural light/outdoor spaces
☐No improvements in accessibility
☐No improvements to dining/food facilities
☐No change to shape/structure/look of facility
☐All areas of high school facility remain under one roof
☐No enhancements to parking
☐No student displacement/relocation
☐Least expensive

10%
38%
15%
14%
03%
08%
01%

05%

--OVER--

This solution seems appropriate for addressing the challenges at the high school.
☐Agree 15%
☐Disagree
85%
This solution addresses the concerns I have about the academic areas/learning environments.
☐Agree 20%
☐Disagree
80%
This solution supports the types of athletic facilities that I believe we should have as part of the high school
facility.
☐Agree 56%
☐Disagree
44%
This solution supports the types of arts facilities that I believe we should have as part of the high school facility.
☐Agree 18%
☐Disagree
82%
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The feedback I’m leaving is that the athletic facilities are still acceptable.
What’s the point?
No viable option!!
This option is really a bandage. It does not provide the space for our students to compete with other high
performing schools
Concerns about safety
Students learn differently in different environment and I believe Mariemont should consider a completely new pace
Rooms in Arts rooms and academic rooms are not large enough to accommodate students, equipment, student
projects, Etc.
To me this is really not an option. Meets none of the goals and objectives
Not sure what this solution buys us. We are just kicking the can down the road
I don’t see a pro in this plan
While seemingly cheap-more fiscally irresponsible
I feel we need more than this
This scenario is not representative of our district
There is a great value in our district and many people hope to be able to continue to live here and enjoy. We do not
need to create a huge expense for taxpayers when things are working so well.
There is absolutely no need to replace or build new at this time. Levies will make our community unaffordable to
most and put too heavy of a tax burden on a community that is already the highest taxed in the Cincinnati region.
Mariemont schools need to learn to exist within the already generous budget they are provided with to date.
Don't like this option at all

SOLUTION 1B – “Infrastructure”
Based on what you know about this solution now, what do you consider to be the most significant pro? Choose
only one.
☐ Infrastructure/systems repaired/replaced
☐ Safety enhancements
☐ Minor learning environment/academic space enhancements
☐ Minor updates/renovations to athletic facilities
☐ No updates/renovations to arts facilities
☐ No additional natural light/outdoor spaces
☐ No improvements in accessibility
☐ No improvements to dining/food facilities
☐ No change to shape/structure/look of facility
☐ All areas of high school facility remain under one roof
☐ Enhancements to parking
☐ Minimal student displacement/relocation
☐ Lower expense

19%
02%
14%

10%
07%
23%
25%

Based on what you know about this solution now, what do you consider to be the most significant con? Choose
only one.
☐ Infrastructure/systems repaired/replaced
☐ Safety enhancements
☐ Minor learning environment/academic space enhancements
☐ Minor updates/renovations to athletic facilities
☐ No updates/renovations to arts facilities
☐ No additional natural light/outdoor spaces
☐ No improvements in accessibility
☐ No improvements to dining/food facilities
☐ No change to shape/structure/look of facility
☐ All areas of high school facility remain under one roof
☐ Enhancements to parking
☐ Minimal student displacement/relocation
☐ Lower expense

03%
03%
28%
12%
13%
13%
16%
05%
05%
02%

--OVER--

This solution seems appropriate for addressing the challenges at the high school.
☐ Agree
06%
☐ Disagree
94%
This solution addresses the concerns I have about the academic areas/learning environments.
☐ Agree
11%
☐ Disagree
89%
This solution supports the types of athletic facilities that I believe we should have as part of the high school
facility.
☐ Agree
55%
☐ Disagree
45%
This solution supports the types of arts facilities that I believe we should have as part of the high school facility.
☐ Agree
12%
☐ Disagree
88%

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
• Like at minimum the addition of the access out and added security
• Let’s do more
• Same not cost effective
• This option really doesn’t give our students what they need to be competitive in today’s world
• Marginal improvement but no real addressing of objectives
• This option still does not address the inadequate classroom sizes for arts and academics
• Mechanic’s
• Makes us look pretty on the inside, but that’s about it
• Again. Just like anyone who lives within a budget and has emergency funds within the budget for major repairs, this
is how Mariemont schools should exist. Living in excess of a common sense budget is u reasonable burden for the
community and not sustainable long term.

SOLUTION 1C – “Small Adds”
Based on what you know about this solution now, what do you consider to be the most significant pro? Choose
only one.
☐Infrastructure/systems repaired/replaced
24%
☐Safety enhancements
06%
☐Learning environment/academic space enhancements
33%
☐Minor updates/renovations to athletic facilities
02%
☐Minor updates/renovations to arts facilities
02%
☐No additional natural light/outdoor spaces
☐No improvements in accessibility
☐Improvements to dining/food facilities
☐Minimal change to shape/structure/look of facility
02%
☐All areas of high school facility remain under one roof
☐Enhancements to parking
☐Minimal student displacement/relocation
07%
☐Lower expense
24%
Based on what you know about this solution now, what do you consider to be the most significant con? Choose
only one.
☐Infrastructure/systems repaired/replaced
☐Safety enhancements
☐Learning environment/academic space enhancements
☐Minor updates/renovations to athletic facilities
☐Minor updates/renovations to arts facilities
☐No additional natural light/outdoor spaces
☐No improvements in accessibility
☐Improvements to dining/food facilities
☐Minimal change to shape/structure/look of facility
☐All areas of high school facility remain under one roof
☐Enhancements to parking
☐Minimal student displacement/relocation
☐Lower expense

06%
21%
06%
09%
15%
09%
21%
06%
05%
02%

--OVER--

This solution seems appropriate for addressing the challenges at the high school.
☐Agree 39%
☐Disagree
61%
This solution addresses the concerns I have about the academic areas/learning environments.
☐Agree 34%
☐Disagree
66%
This solution supports the types of athletic facilities that I believe we should have as part of the high school
facility.
☐Agree 71%
☐Disagree
29%
This solution supports the types of arts facilities that I believe we should have as part of the high school facility.
☐Agree 39%
☐Disagree
61%

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
• What instigated the need to begin this process?
• Difficult to fully assess above without greater details specific to upgrades to academic improvements. IE: How will
the space, system, technology, etc. positively impact the environment as a learning institution?
• Need some natural light
• Needs to address learning spaces, not just common spaces
• Better but still we pay a lot for minimum return
• Board office should stay
• This solution could be made to work. I’d want it plused more, and if $ doesn’t allow, I could see this being at least a
potential candidate.
• This is the best of the three options. However, there still is an old house without the charm. The facilities still won’t
be up to the standards our kids need
• Slight improvements half way measures at best
• This option might work if the arts are moved to Board office area. Please do not separate visual art rooms across
the building. We need a fine arts wing.
• Inability to improve lighting biggest drawback. And relocating of students during renovation obviously presents a
huge problem. We are already challenged with regard to parking. However, this addresses many of the issues with
affordable updates.
• Like the second gym
• A few new space are nice, but there really needs to be a major overhaul!
• Taxes are already too high. This solution seems like a good compromise for now.
• This is the better options outlined in the 1 series, although more light and better arts facility is needed. The outline
did not address student displacement directly, but my assumption was student displacement minimal in all 1
options.

SOLUTION 2A – “Partial Replace”
Based on what you know about this solution now, what do you consider to be the most significant pro? Choose
only one.
☐Infrastructure/systems repaired/replaced
☐Safety enhancements
☐Learning environment/academic space enhancements/expansion
☐Minor updates/renovations to athletic facilities
☐Replacement/expansion of arts facilities
☐Additional natural light/outdoor spaces 3/28
☐Improvements in accessibility
☐Improvements to dining/food facilities
☐Change to shape/structure/look of facility
☐All areas of high school facility remain under one roof
☐Enhancements to parking
☐Potential student displacement/relocation
☐Moderate expense

01%
44%
07%
01%
07%
01%
15%
17%

07%

Based on what you know about this solution now, what do you consider to be the most significant con? Choose
only one
☐Infrastructure/systems repaired/replaced
☐Safety enhancements
☐Learning environment/academic space enhancements/expansion
☐Minor updates/renovations to athletic facilities
☐Replacement/expansion of arts facilities
☐Additional natural light/outdoor spaces
☐Improvements in accessibility
☐Improvements to dining/food facilities
☐Change to shape/structure/look of facility
☐All areas of high school facility remain under one roof
☐Enhancements to parking
☐Potential student displacement/relocation
☐Moderate expense

--OVER--

05%

07%
03%
03%

07%
68%
07%

This solution seems appropriate for addressing the challenges at the high school.
☐Agree
68%
☐Disagree
32%
This solution addresses the concerns I have about the academic areas/learning environments.
☐Agree 74%
☐Disagree
26%
This solution supports the types of athletic facilities that I believe we should have as part of the high school
facility.
☐Agree 76%
☐Disagree
24%
This solution supports the types of arts facilities that I believe we should have as part of the high school facility.
☐Agree 79%
☐Disagree
21%

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
• Concur of where kids will do during construction
• Very confused about cost/disruption regarding temporary displacement
• Renovations can often cost more than new construction but do appreciate the green aspect
• Doesn’t achieve the total objectives
• Not particularly visionary
• I like that we are all under the same roof
• Although where do students go during construction?
• There isn’t one main entrance to the building (negative)
• Really like the split campus on the hill
• Not so sure of the split campus by the stadium. Seems really crowded by the building and stadium
• Is parking/dropping off a problem?
• Again not enough information to efficiently assess options
• Personal opinion: community will eventually need a more concise set of options with some financial assessment
and ideally recommendations based on current academic (learning institution best in class examples.
• The area of focus should be the learning spaces. This provides it.
• This is a great hybrid option
• The impact on the students of the construction is my biggest concern
• Don't know enough design details to completely agree that this will do it, but checked agreed as there is on
somewhat option. Major concern over where students will have their high school experience during this transition.
• Little to no money should be spent to replace. Mariemont school system needs to learn to live within a budget that
is sustainable and not out tax the community to "keep up" with status markers of other communities.

SOLUTION 2B – “Split Campus on the Hill”
Based on what you know about this solution now, what do you consider to be the most significant pro? Choose
only one.
☐Infrastructure/systems repaired/replaced
☐Safety enhancements
☐Learning environment/academic space enhancements/expansion
☐Minor updates/renovations to athletic facilities
☐Replacement/expansion of arts facilities
☐Additional natural light/outdoor spaces
☐Improvements in accessibility
☐Improvements to dining/food facilities
☐Change to shape/structure/look of facility
☐Athletic facilities separate from academic/arts facilities
☐Enhancements to parking
☐Minimal student displacement/relocation
☐Moderate expense

09%
40%
04%
06%
04%

02%
06%
06%
21%
02%

Based on what you know about this solution now, what do you consider to be the most significant con? Choose
only one.
☐Infrastructure/systems repaired/replaced
☐Safety enhancements
04%
☐Learning environment/academic space enhancements/expansion
☐Updates/renovations to athletic facilities
☐Replacement/expansion of arts facilities
☐Additional natural light/outdoor spaces
☐Improvements in accessibility
☐Improvements to dining/food facilities
☐Change to shape/structure/look of facility
☐Athletic facilities separate from academic/arts facilities
☐Enhancements to parking
☐Minimal student displacement/relocation
☐Moderate expense

--OVER--

04%
05%
05%
05%
05%
05%
39%
08%
04%
16%

This solution seems appropriate for addressing the challenges at the high school.
☐Agree 60%
☐Disagree
40%
This solution addresses the concerns I have about the academic areas/learning environments.
☐Agree 65%
☐Disagree
35%
This solution supports the types of athletic facilities that I believe we should have as part of the high school
facility.
☐Agree 71%
☐Disagree
29%
This solution supports the types of arts facilities that I believe we should have as part of the high school facility.
☐Agree 76%
☐Disagree
24%

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
• Only drawback to this is building on the hill. Ideally I would love the upper field to be a new field for soccer, lacrosse
and field hockey
• Real questions about hill stability
• Of “2” options this is the least “Good” option because of the distance between facilities
• Concern about building on hillside
• I see some safety concerns by having extra exits on potential student spaces. Students maybe in academic areas
during the day but will need travel to another area, which could create safety issues
• Worry a little about light in classrooms
• Like Athletics separated as long as doesn’t hurt gym class flow during day
• I like but not as much as the last if the new building direction is changed to allow parking near stadium
• Students walking between buildings makes me nervous. Potential safety, security issue?
• The area of focus should be learning spaces. This option provides competitive spaces for our students.
• Two buildings are too distant
• The hill will present significant challenges
• Cost prohibitive
• Two completely separate facilities cause concern for many reasons specifically safety
• Don’t like this one. Seems to be a pain to build on hillside and to walk back and forth from athletics to building
• Also, operations become more challenging
• This seems a good option if the space on hill works. No concern that athletics is separate. Would like to
understand cost implication vs. others in this category vs. new. Just assuming they have been presented by cost
least to most.
• Not completely sure of total improvements offered with this plan for learning and arts environments... hopefully I will
hear more detail about that by attending the April 12 design workshop. Also, wondering about accessibility with
main campus being up on the hill? Would it only be accessible by steps, or would there also be parking up top
considered? What about ADD requirements?
• Live within the already generous budget you have. Be better stewards of the finances given from an already over
taxed community

SOLUTION 2C – “Split Campus at Stadium”
Based on what you know about this solution now, what do you consider to be the most significant pro? Choose
only one.
☐ Infrastructure/systems repaired/replaced
☐ Safety enhancements
☐ Learning environment/academic space enhancements/expansion
☐ Updates/renovations to athletic facilities
☐ Updates/renovations to athletic stadium
☐ Replacement/expansion of arts facilities
☐ Additional natural light/outdoor spaces
☐ Improvements in accessibility
☐ Improvements to dining/food facilities
☐ Change to shape/structure/look of facility
☐ Athletic facilities separate from academic/arts facilities
☐ Enhancements to parking
☐ Minimal student displacement/relocation
☐ Moderate expense

06%
52%
07%
06%
03%
04%
06%

13%
03%

Based on what you know about this solution now, what do you consider to be the most significant con? Choose
only one.
☐ Infrastructure/systems repaired/replaced
☐ Safety enhancements
☐ Learning environment/academic space enhancements/expansion
☐ Updates/renovations to athletic facilities
☐ Updates/renovations to athletic stadium
☐ Replacement/expansion of arts facilities
☐ Additional natural light/outdoor spaces
☐ Improvements in accessibility
☐ Improvements to dining/food facilities
☐ Change to shape/structure/look of facility
☐ Athletic facilities separate from academic/arts facilities
☐ Enhancements to parking
☐ Minimal student displacement/relocation
☐ Moderate expense

--OVER--

03%
07%
07%

08%
03%
28%
12%
04%
28%

This solution seems appropriate for addressing the challenges at the high school.
☐ Agree
85%
☐ Disagree 15%
This solution addresses the concerns I have about the academic areas/learning environments.
☐ Agree
83%
☐ Disagree 17%
This solution supports the types of athletic facilities that I believe we should have as part of the high school
facility.
☐ Agree
91%
☐ Disagree 09%
This solution supports the types of arts facilities that I believe we should have as part of the high school facility.
☐ Agree
91%
☐ Disagree 09%
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
• Students walking between building could be an issue (Safe/Security)
• Best of three
• Wish it was all on space – much better option than 2B
• Expensive!!
• Change this to have the new come off the existing gym toward the hill
• This keeps existing parking and adds parking at front. Also keep existing building construction
• Again worried about classrooms being built into the hill
• Like that the academic and sports facilities are closer than the middle option
• Again with the cultural safety changes that are happening, it seems a bit nerve wracking to have a large area
“Unsupervised” and away from the students during the school day.
• I think the small split is a real candidate…I’d like to know more about the “pro’s” of a split campus. I wouldn’t choose
this for the lack of disruption alone. But it could be a viable if there are some other perks to a split campus
• Building on hill makes difficult construction due to terrain.
• Put parking on hill behind facility
• Put academic in parking area
• Rework auditorium/theater in existing area
• Partial replace 2A is best, this is second
• There is a lot of potential for creative collaboration and learning spaces in the Gateway Plaza and areas between 2
buildings (and also stadium)
• This is a great option. It’s a nice hybrid and campus isn’t truly split with the connector
• The design seems crowded next to the stadium
• Better than 2B, Closer together
• Hillside slides up above where you want to place new buildings
• Still would like more detail about performing arts space and learning spaces...
• Why would we pick the hill if this is an option with less structural worry? Unless the hill buys us some great space
or other enhancements does not seem worth effort. Is it cheaper?
• Any additional costs at this time so close to the already multiple levies done in the community in the last 5 years
along with the upcoming police/fire levy of 2 million this is not the time for such a move by the district

SOLUTION 3 – “All New”
Based on what you know about this solution now, what do you consider to be the most significant pro? Choose
only one.
☐ Infrastructure/systems replaced
☐ Safety enhancements
☐ Learning environment/academic space enhancements/expansion
☐ New athletic facilities
☐ New arts facilities
☐ Additional natural light/outdoor spaces
☐ Full accessibility
☐ New dining/food facilities
☐ Change to shape/structure/look of facility
☐ All areas of high school facility remain under one roof
☐ Enhancements to parking
☐ Minimal student displacement/relocation
☐ Most expensive

10%
03%
29%
02%
03%
09%
02%
21%
10%
11%

Based on what you know about this solution now, what do you consider to be the most significant con? Choose
only one.
☐ Infrastructure/systems replaced
☐ Safety enhancements
☐ Learning environment/academic space enhancements/expansion
☐ New athletic facilities
☐ New arts facilities
☐ Additional natural light/outdoor spaces
☐ Full accessibility
☐ New dining/food facilities
☐ Change to shape/structure/look of facility
☐ All areas of high school facility remain under one roof
☐ Enhancements to parking
☐ Minimal student displacement/relocation
☐ Most expensive

--OVER--

03%
03%
06%
03%
04%
81%

This solution seems appropriate for addressing the challenges at the high school.
☐ Agree
77%
☐ Disagree 23%
This solution addresses the concerns I have about the academic areas/learning environments.
☐ Agree
90%
☐ Disagree 10%
This solution supports the types of athletic facilities that I believe we should have as part of the high school
facility.
☐ Agree
87%
☐ Disagree 13%
This solution supports the types of arts facilities that I believe we should have as part of the high school facility.
☐ Agree
87%
☐ Disagree 13%

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
• Would consider pushing athletics or auditorium back for light in academic areas
• Desirable but cost may be issue unless 2B or 2C or about equal
• My major concern with all the options (1,2,2) is that the visual arts space is being increased only a tiny tiny bit as far
as square footage (only increased by 10 sq. ft.). I trip over stuff in 2 or the 3 art rooms daily. Because we have
nowhere to store equipment, supplies, student work etc. For a small school, we offer a lot of different visual arts
courses, many/all of which require large equipment and supplies. And then hundreds of students need a place to
store their artwork. There is such limited space for this when you have full classrooms of students. Please consider
adding MORE than only an add’l 10 sq. ft. to the existing visual arts rooms. Can you guess I’m one of the visual arts
teachers?
• Seems extravagant/wasteful, but maybe not once we see costs
• Concerns about cost as well as hillside stability
• Rather different to assess questions above based on the degree of detail shared. More complete information on
Academic solutions are critical
• One of the serious limitations at TPE is the lack of an auditorium/meeting facilities. The auditorium is really
important
• Not needed considering other options unless 30 million cheaper
• Does not give views to class rooms
• Hill?
• Board Office?
• Too much, some of existing facilities are usable
• General observation: All the scenarios (2 & 3) make academic space much more efficient. Is this a goal? Is this
good for learning? Research?
• Huge concern about $
• This is great, but it does seem wrong to build a new gym, pool and other athletic facilities in the existing building
• It seems questionable to try and keep gym and pool in a separate building (option 2) when those will be dated
quickly and we had an option to start fresh. However, if the hillside cannot support a full new facility, than that would
be only reason to consider option 2 instead of a new facility
• Meets all the objectives
• Best solution overall
• Love the option

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Much prefer over all other options
All comes down to relative costs vs benefits
I’m not totally sold on the “commons” idea as a solution for dining/library activities.
Our schools have a community feel. This option is all parking lot and doesn’t seem welcoming
We already have athletic facilities enlarged classrooms same OK
Is academic Ft per student at par with Indian Hill and Madeira
Given there is a no non-cost approach I feel our focus should be on the long term return. Our space doesn’t support
the skills our kids need for their future. If we are investing let’s invest for the long term not the quick fix.
Clearly the most expensive option however I support building a new facility
Only concern is the hillside being supportive enough o not erode or cause structural problems with new buildings
over time
The questions here is how much more? If there was a way to fund this option with some private money along with
taxpayer money, we would have type of premier school that will take our students and community into a great
future. If I had to pick at this point is between 2© and all new
Having participated actively in the design of Terrace Park Elementary re-design a few years back, my underlying
opinion as we approach the HS is: "Do it Right". I know that will mean different things to different people, but to me,
it means, start fresh and fix all elements which need addressed. Don't compromise on certain elements in order to
save a few dollars now. We won't get another chance to do this, so let's do it right.
In my opinion, the only option that really allows us to do that is Option 3 - complete rebuild. If we try to patch the
existing, or do anything other than a completely new facility, it will inevitably lead to compromise.
Based on the survey results and verbatims, it appears I am in good company in advocating for this option. I realize
this will be the most expensive option, but I hope it will also lead to the result in which we can be most proud, and
will benefit the students the most. I will help to actively campaign for this option.
The next best option is Option 2C - another, high-scoring plan. I think a split campus can work, and could allow for
a future upgrade to athletic facilities; although, I would rather just do it all, right now.
In whatever option is ultimately selected, please make sure to ask for enough money. We didn't do that with the
elementary schools / Jr. High, and when challenges arose, and contingencies were needed, scope was cut, leading
to a good, but not great, final product. (At TPES, we had to cut Geo-Thermal, push the Art room back into the
basement, retain/reconfigure the existing gym into classrooms, and the new gym could use another 5 feet in width
and length, and only has one entrance / exit into the foyer making egress to events a challenge - to name a few
changes made after funding was secured.)

DESIGN
WORKSHOP #2

DESIGN WORKSHOP #2 – SURVEY RESULTS
(1) When considering the challenges that the current high school facility presents, which do you consider to be the
best option moving forward? Choose only one.
☐ Option 1A – “Repair as Needed”
☐ Option 1B – “Infrastructure”
☐ Option 1C – “Small Adds”
☐ Option 2D – “Partial Replace”
☐ Option 2E – “Connected Campus”
☐ Option 3A – “All New”

11%
03%
04%
21%
38%
23%

Comments/Suggestions:
• Would prefer if an estimate of cost was provided so that I could possibly choose “All New” if not
20-25 $ more in costs above
• 2E good plan to address
• 3A only if <25% higher cost than 2E
• Balances learning environments and cost and safety, more entry to central areas between
academic and athletic entrance for safety and increase interaction of administration and
students
• I don’t feel like we need to tear down and replace pool and gym.
• Please consider going tall to minimize footprint
• Parking and Bus problems please more
• I want to know how many people think we need new athletics
• Updates will repair old failing systems. This school is no worse than Indian Hill H.S. for daylight.
Science, library and center of building there has no windows. More windows create more heat
lose.
• Update infrastructure
• The adds can be sized to satisfy needs
• Lower impact on students than now
• 2-3 story academic/phase approach option – Student displacement likely
• Like the potential phased approach option with this Give us flexibility for a funding perspective
• cost effective-athletic facilities are acceptable
• My top priority recommendations
o Second entrance exit to Wooster important for a safety and traffic standpoint – It needs a
light, not just an entrance
o Security enhancements – whole campus
o Grand entrance that complements the architectural styles of MES and MJHS
• Also Important:
o Engage private industry as a stakeholder to ensure the facilities are complementary to
the workforce needs of the future
o Keep greenspace
o New safe walking paths to Walton Creek, Spring Hill and Muchmore close
• I prefer the options of the “New” academic areas. replacing the entire school (athletic) does not
seem lost effective to me

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

2d is a close second if not equal option
50yrs old is not a replacement age. Reconsider in 15 yrs time.
All new allows for design to incorporate best pedestrian and traffic flow both outside and inside
the facilities.
Great facility, totally serviceable for decades
I attended MHS and have been to the campus many times over the years to see the steady
decline and can testify that we are in serious need of a new campus. Also as a parent of
children that will be attending MHS in the near future, would love to see my children have the
best education provided for them. I honestly feel that putting them in the old HS after going
through both elementary and junior high in nice new buildings, very depressing.
I do not think the facilities are in such dire shape to warrant replacement.
I like many aspects of this plan. I like the integration of the campus with the stadium, rather than
having parking at the location. It blends all the top needs well and is fiscally responsible. It's a
bonus that displacement can be minimized.
I like this option, but do feel there should be more parking near the auditorium/stadium.
If not cost prohibitive, all new would be the preference. Considering costs, the connected
campus would be my choice
Major changes need to happen at the high school, but having had two students go through a
year in "pods" in elementary school, the phasing option looks the best all around for current and
future students. Some disruption is to be expected, but we think it's more fair for the students
who have already had to deal with construction challenges.
Of course HVAC, etc. needs replacing. Reward years of neglect with a new bldg?
Thank you for providing multiple ways to participate and review material as was at JHS open
house tonight. Just watched video. Hard to compare design options without a magnitude of cost
estimate. If cost is similar between 2D and 3A, might chose 3A. Also hard to distinguish which is
best option between 2D and 2E, but going with 2D as like there's potential for 2 phases and
think there might be noise issues with academic rooms being close to
stadium/athletic/performing arts areas. Also what's all included in "All New" option? What does
improved athletic areas mean - what are the attributes vs the overall cost? In regards to the
natatorium it would be nice to have more bleacher space.
The high school is no other than really old. The school has water problems in the ceiling where
it is leaking, etc.

2) When considering the priority objectives that have been identified for the facility plan based on feedback
received so far (improved learning environments, increased safety and security, new systems/infrastructure, increased
natural lighting), which do you consider to be the best option moving forward? Choose only one.
☐ Option 1A – “Repair as Needed”
☐ Option 1B – “Infrastructure”
☐ Option 1C – “Small Adds”
☐ Option 2D – “Partial Replace”
☐ Option 2E – “Connected Campus”
☐ Option 3A – “All New”

11%
02%
02%
27%
31%
27%

Comments/Suggestions:
• Need some cost guidance to properly assess
• I like the phase idea. Doesn’t disrupt as much
• However the main entry with this option should be relocated to bring in the middle of the
building, closer to students
• Safety is a huge concern
• But admin needs to be near student classrooms for safety
• I would still like a unique building – seems best choice better facilities all around
• Parking is far away from stadium if you use stadium parking at building site.
• I think I only choose 2D on the assumption that it would be a bit cheaper than 2E. Since either
seem to meet the priority objectives.
• Consider a phased approach similar to 2D for 2E (costs minimize or spread out) need to
address bus and pick up/drop off traffic
• Focus on fixing the closed windowless learning environment
• This would provide better learning environments, but would compromise the athletic
accessibility creating new issues.
• It’s time – band aids won’t last. Need to think forward to population growth, technology changes,
new learning needs, best environments for healthy students, bodies and minds
• All new allows optimal placement of academic "wing" for views, daylight, etc.
• Building doesn't make the school
• Fix and maintain what we have. And NO we do not need to meet guidleines for a new school
building. That creates a false choice.
• Ideally a good plan, if taxpayer and parent support exists.
• It doesn't make since to stick a bandaid on something that will eventually need
repaired/reconstructed. In the end wouldn't that be MORE money?
• This option is fantastic for future generations, but depending on the length of construction time,
it could be unfair to current students.
• While all new or partial replace could accomplish the same, I like this one the best because it is
more fiscally responsible.

(3) When considering the high school facility that you believe we should have for our students, which do you
consider to be the best option moving forward? Choose only one.
☐ Option 1A – “Repair as Needed”
☐ Option 1B – “Infrastructure”
☐ Option 1C – “Small Adds”
☐ Option 2D – “Partial Replace”
☐ Option 2E – “Connected Campus”
☐ Option 3A – “All New”

11%
02%
05%
21%
34%
27%

Comments/Suggestions:
• Need cost guidance to properly assess
• We want to be the best and to give our students GREAT learning and enjoyment opportunities.
We should improve both learning, performing and athletic facilities
• Relocating students concerns me. Multi story is good – Expense?
• Need for administrative offices to be closer to student activities
• I think cost needs to be discussed
• The students won’t care about temp classrooms
• Expense for property owners will drive away families with no school age children
• We need major updates new spaces for our top notch arts curriculum. Areas to offer more
education of tech behind scenes opportunities that could lead to true careers. Art needs more
working and show casing space. Need storage for instruments, costumes, art supplies. Need
audio, scene shop, green rooms, restrooms, practice rooms for small groups.
• Athletic needs some new electric, seating, freshen up to gyms, weight room, but need all new
lockers/showers. Field and stands are good
• All areas need upgrades / improvements. Would hate to have a new academic area tacked onto
an old athletic area.
• Of course All New could be as good, but displacement is a small concern. I also like the way
parking is moved away from the stadium.
• Why do we have plumbing, HVAC, roof issues? Only because we have not stayed ahead of the
curve on these items. Why is that?
• Why not the best? Isn't that why we live in this district?

(4) When considering the arts facilities that you believe we should have for our students, which do you consider to
be the best option moving forward? Choose only one.
☐ Option 1A – “Repair as Needed”
☐ Option 1B – “Infrastructure”
☐ Option 1C – “Small Adds”
☐ Option 2D – “Partial Replace”
☐ Option 2E – “Connected Campus”
☐ Option 3A – “All New”

11%
01%
06%
17%
38%
27%

Comments/Suggestions:
• Need costs
• Assuming cost is affordable
• Performance spaces should be addressed completely, not phased
• I just want more space
• Work this in a s part of the process
• But with 2D would live it. All done at once why wait?
• Arts facilities are absolutely fine. It's a high school for 500 kids. It's not DAAAP.
• I didn't see much difference between the 2 and 3 options ... it looks like the arts facilities are
scaled back a bit from the Design Workshop 1. I'd love to get more detail on the tradeoffs and
whether this is acceptable.
• Perfectly adequate today
• The connected campus would put more financial resources into these other facilities

(5) When considering the athletic facilities that you believe we should have for our students, which do you
consider to be the best option moving forward? Choose only one.
☐ Option 1A – “Repair as Needed”
☐ Option 1B – “Infrastructure”
☐ Option 1C – “Small Adds”
☐ Option 2D – “Partial Replace”
☐ Option 2E – “Connected Campus”
☐ Option 3A – “All New”

13%
03%
07%
25%
27%
25%

Comments/Suggestions:
• Need costs
• Assuming cost is affordable
• Gymnasium could be accessible
• Security entrances could be at athletic areas and academic areas
• Some concern with 2E regarding access to stadium. Would like tennis to be moved to campus
• I want to know how many people want new athletic facilities
• The MSA reps kept stressing how flexible the options still are, so it’s kind of hard to nail down
how much 2D and 2E would actually be different from one another once we fleshed them out
now
• Refresh at a minimum if expected extended useful life
• not necessary, WE have good athletic facilities
• All new is better than renovate
• Athletic facilities are fine but do need updating and fixing stadium steps
• Excellent as is, with huge recent investments
• I think keeping everything connected, at least to some degree, is the right approach. I would like
to see some modest upgrades to the pool (viewing area) and perhaps the gymnasiums.
• Like both option 2D and 2E, but with option 2E concerned about how far parking for accessibility
challenged people attending sporting events (handicapped, elderly, injured student, etc). Also
with 2E bridged campus - not sure how having 2nd exit would be able to be accessed as it looks
like that would go through learning commons
• The best option is all new, but realistically, there are modifications that could be made to the
existing facilities to make them very good (additional locker room, training space, lobby)
• We have at least double the facilities we had 20 years ago. They are wonderful. Multiple gyms,
equipment, natatorium, fields, stadium, ...FAR above adequate.

(6) If you could remove one option from consideration based on what you know now, which would you select?
Choose only one.
☐ Option 1A – “Repair as Needed”
☐ Option 1B – “Infrastructure”
☐ Option 1C – “Small Adds”
☐ Option 2D – “Partial Replace”
☐ Option 2E – “Connected Campus”
☐ Option 3A – “All New”

65%
04%
07%
03%
01%
20%

Comments/Suggestions:
• I don't like 1A either, but if we're not going to invest much, we might as well invest the minimal
amount. This one invests too much and we get nothing. (This was in response to option 1B)
• I would prefer to eliminate all of Option 1, but if I have to select only one, I would eliminate
Option 1C. Option 1 is essentially "do nothing" and if we choose to go this route, I would like to
do the least amount of nothing. Small adds would waste precious resources that could be used
in the future. This was in response to option 1C)
• Ridiculous (This was in response to option 3A)
• The cost study by Turner Construction provides a false choice. Fix things. There is no
requirement to update to current school design criteria. When we bought our home, its HVAC,
water heating, roofing, foundation, plumbing, electrical were all due for upgrading. So we did it.
Of course we didn't do it all at once, we prioritized, and now have a home better than new
construction. (Note from Josephine: This was in response to option 3A)
• This option was the least attractive based on cost- no it is even more so due to the potential for
the complete displacement of students - that can't be in the best interest of student learning
(Note from Josephine: This was in response to option 3A)
• Way too much money. We only have 500 students in the high school. This plan is ridiculous.
(Note from Josephine: This was in response to option 3A)

(7) If you could keep only one option for consideration based on what you know now, which would you select?
Choose only one.
☐ Option 1A – “Repair as Needed”
☐ Option 1B – “Infrastructure”
☐ Option 1C – “Small Adds”
☐ Option 2D – “Partial Replace”
☐ Option 2E – “Connected Campus”
☐ Option 3A – “All New”

11%
01%
03%
25%
39%
21%

Comments/Suggestions:
• Costs unknown
• With connected campus, I worry about handicapped access. I also worry about access from RT.
50 I like the “phase” idea
• Least amount of disruption during construction
• The district should do a better job of explaining what’s happening at each of the three
workshops, because I think a lot of community members don’t have a good understanding of the
differences and the specifics of what’s happening when
• We really need to focus on fixing what is a real detriment to our school
• Would love all new, but I think for what is logical, one of the options in 2D or 2E is best choice
• If students needed to be displaced a potential site for trailers could be old “Swallens” site in
Fairfax; or is there an empty school to rent in the area for a year or two? Use that stadium too?
• Ideas for learning commons/media
o glass wall small break out spaces (like colleges) for digital video lab, student writing
center, reserved study spaces, etc.
o Garage doors for flexibility
o Makerspace areas ideally has exhaust to outdoors
o possible mini stage?
o Glass walls allows media center manager to supervise but allow students more flexibility.
o How does volume control look in options where media/learning commons connected to
dining?
• "Repairing as needed" is just prolonging the inevitable. "Infrastructure" doesn't move us into the
future. "small adds" again is not moving us where we need to be or fixing many of the existing
issues. "Partial Replace" would be a headache. If you are going to do the job do it all at once!
Just as remodeling a home at different phases is exhausting this would be just chaotic.
"Connected Campus" is better except where do sports spectators park? It needs to be near the
facilities. Also, there is no outdoor eating area and it doesn't look like anything is being done to
the athletic areas. Just as the performing arts is in need of updating I feel some areas of the
athletic facilities need updating. Mainly locker rooms, bathrooms in stadium and near pool,
training facility needs some improvement along with personal trainers in the weight room to
prevent these young inexperienced kids from getting injured. Having remodeled many homes
and several buildings I know the best option in the long run is to build from ground up. My only
concern is where would the pods be located? I did not hear any options for that. (This was in
response to option 3A)
• All New addresses all the needs (assuming we get enough funding to do it right). I don't love the
displacement of students during construction, however, I think building on the hill is a bad idea.
(This was in response to option 3A)
• All the way through, this one seems to do the best at meeting the objectives. (This was in
response to option 2E)

•

•

•
•

•

•

I have a son who will start in the HS next year. I realize the "All New" option will be the most
disruptive for him, but it is best in the long run for Mariemont Students. (This was in response
to option 3A)
I suspect that my children would be affected by the construction and displacement of HS
students (for the second time in their academic careers). Any displacement will adversely
impact any support that I have for the project. (This was in response to option 1C)
It's a no brainer. (This was in response to option 1A)
Our schools are great as they are and the building still looks good. Fix what breaks when
needed. Our property taxes are already out of control, we don't need to pay more. Sometime we
need to tighten our belts. It might be a good lesson for the kids to see that you don't always get
everything you want. (This was in response to option 1A)
The case for replacement/major upgrade is not as strong as it was for the elementary schools.
This building is not as old but was designed with a much different objective. The athletic
facilities have been updated most recently. Swim is an area that a number of schools in the area
don't emphasize. There is an opportunity to differentiate in this area. What are the concerns
about the arts area? Understand there is minimal support space. Does the auditorium hold
enough people? Is there some way to add an academic tower to the existing facility to provide
additional traditional classroom space and re utilize the existing pod structure for supporting
functions? Love the idea of improved traffic flow. You really feel the difference between the JH
which is designed with double lanes such that traffic can flow and bypass stopped cars. Want to
stay competitive with other districts in terms of feel of the school. Don't feel that the existing
facility is at a critical phase but does risk being seen as not as good/non competitive from the
viewpoint of someone moving into the region. Top priorities are improved traffic flow, improved
classroom space within the adjacent footprint, and maximizing options for aquatics. (This was
in response to option 2D)
The design workshop does not provide enough information to make a well informed decision. I
appreciate the fact you're asking the community for input, but I would also ask that the
community be provided a much more detailed plan for feedback at some point in the process.
We do not know the actual cost of the options, there are no "walk through" style visualizations,
we don't have a collection of student reactions to plans, and we do not have information about
best practice and what comparable districts are doing.
Overall, it seems flexibility is an important consideration that has not been described in the
presentation. How could these designs be altered in the future to meet changing needs? What if
enrollment dramatically increases, what would that mean for the design? What if enrollment
dramatically decreases? What if funding decreases, could the building be maintained at low
cost? What if more, larger, smaller, different classroom designs are desired in the future, how
could we accommodate them?
The options are presented as all or nothing. It seems there should be options to do renovations
on an ongoing basis over time. For example, create a plan that can be carried out over 10 or 20
years where the most pressing needs are addressed sooner and as new needs arise, they
could be addressed.

•

Finally, in completing this survey, it feels as if I'm being manipulated to choose options 1C, 2D,
or 2E. The others are either ineffective or too expensive. It would be nice to drop options that
wouldn't actually happen and focus on more options within the most likely range of designs.
(This was in response to option 2E)
There is no reason for a new building. Repair and move forward. This was in response to
option 1A)

•

•

•

This option seems to make the most sense for addressing the most issues with the most
seamless transition and more moderate cost than an all new building, but my concerns about it
relate the the proximity to the stadium and potential need for future changes to the stadium. It
seems like it could be tweaked further to make the new section more independent from the
stadium like in the original "split campus" option (which was my favorite from workshop 1). (This
was in response to option 2E)
This whole process is very exciting and gives us hope that future students will enjoy a facility
equal to Mariemont's programs. Never doubt that the facility and campus aesthetics are a large
part of what makes a learning environment more effective and attractive to new students and
staff. (How many of us chose a college without a tour and taking into consideration all that the
campus had to offer?!) With two older children in the Mariemont school system (a 7th-grader
and a sophomore), we are obviously concerned that current students not have to deal with
another year or more of disruption to the school environment. They went through this in
elementary school already. We do know, however, how important a new facility is since our
sophomore is anxious to leave the high school next year to attend Great Oaks. One of the
reasons he dislikes Mariemont High School (and why we considered pulling him out entirely) is
the building itself, which can be very depressing with its narrow hallways and lack of natural light
and access to the outdoors. We were amazed with the Great Oaks facilities after getting lost in
the dark, difficult-to-navigate halls of MHS. Mariemont has great academics but sorely needs a
new building with a new footprint and LIGHT! (This was in response to option 2E)
We live in an historical village and the buildings in our village are older. Just because they aren't
state of the art doesn't mean we need to start over. Our Mariemont taxes are third highest in the
state. Raising our taxes will have detrimental effects including 1. driving out people with no
children in the school system which will lower the income tax base (this comes from a family
who sends their children to a private catholic school but love the village for other
reasons...additional taxes would make us consider moving.)and 2. exacerbate the concentration
of wealthy upper middle class residents. Just a thought.. Stop giving tax abatements to wealthy
retirees who purchase high end condos in the village. Just another thought..both Indian Hill and
Madeira solicit and request donations for large undertakings for their schools prior to asking for
a tax increase to simply fund it.(this would be a tax write off) --- Mike and Laura Dailey~ 3603
Mound Way (This was in response to option 1A)

DESIGN
WORKSHOP #3

DESIGN WORKSHOP #3
Given the information you know at this time in the process and when considering the challenges that the current
high school facility presents, which do you consider to be the best option moving forward? Choose only one.
Option 1A – “Repair as Needed”
Option 1B – “Infrastructure”
Option 1C – “Small Adds”
Option 2D – “Partial Replace” – BASE
Option 2D – “Partial Replace” – AUD
Option 2E – “Connected Campus”
Option 3A – “All New”

10%
01%
01%
12%
10%
47%
19%

Given the information you know at this time in the process and when considering the priority objectives that have
been identified for the facility plan based on feedback received so far (improved learning environments, increased
safety and security, new systems/infrastructure, increased natural lighting), which do you consider to be the best option
moving forward? Choose only one.
Option 1A – “Repair as Needed”
Option 1B – “Infrastructure”
Option 1C – “Small Adds”
Option 2D – “Partial Replace” – BASE
Option 2D – “Partial Replace” – AUD
Option 2E – “Connected Campus”
Option 3A – “All New”

09%
14%
58%
19%

Given the information you know at this time in the process and when considering cost projections for each option
and how each option will impact the high school facility, which do you consider to be the best option moving
forward? Choose only one.
Option 1A – “Repair as Needed”
Option 1B – “Infrastructure”
Option 1C – “Small Adds”
Option 2D – “Partial Replace” – BASE
Option 2D – “Partial Replace” – AUD
Option 2E – “Connected Campus”
Option 3A – “All New”

21%
05%
58%
16%

When considering the arts facilities that you believe we should have for our students, which do you consider to be
the best option moving forward? Choose only one.
Option 1A – “Repair as Needed”
Option 1B – “Infrastructure”
Option 1C – “Small Adds”
Option 2D – “Partial Replace” – BASE

07%
01%
06%
14%

Option 2D – “Partial Replace” – AUD
Option 2E – “Connected Campus”
Option 3A – “All New”

11%
47%
14%

When considering the athletic facilities that you believe we should have for our students, which do you consider to
be the best option moving forward? Choose only one.
Option 1A – “Repair as Needed”
Option 1B – “Infrastructure”
Option 1C – “Small Adds”
Option 2D – “Partial Replace” – BASE
Option 2D – “Partial Replace” – AUD
Option 2E – “Connected Campus”
Option 3A – “All New”

12%
01%
02%
15%
09%
43%
18%

If you could remove one option from consideration based on what you know now, which would you select?
Choose only one.
Option 1A – “Repair as Needed”
Option 1B – “Infrastructure”
Option 1C – “Small Adds”
Option 2D – “Partial Replace” – BASE
Option 2D – “Partial Replace” – AUD
Option 2E – “Connected Campus”
Option 3A – “All New”

71%
03%
03%
00%
01%
01%
021%

If you could keep only one option for consideration based on what you know now, which would you select?
Choose only one.
Option 1A – “Repair as Needed”
Option 1B – “Infrastructure”
Option 1C – “Small Adds”
Option 2D – “Partial Replace” – BASE
Option 2D – “Partial Replace” – AUD
Option 2E – “Connected Campus”
Option 3A – “All New”

10%
02%
03%
13%
10%
46%
16%

When considering the information, you know at this time, rate how acceptable you consider each option as a
potential solution for the high school challenges
Option 1A – “Repair as Needed”
Not at all Acceptable
73%
Slightly Acceptable
15%
Moderately Acceptable
01%
Acceptable
02%
Very Acceptable
09%
Option 1B – “Infrastructure”
Not at all Acceptable
Slightly Acceptable
Moderately Acceptable
Acceptable
Very Acceptable

63%
24%
06%
03%
04%

Option 1C – “Small Adds”
Not at all Acceptable
Slightly Acceptable
Moderately Acceptable
Acceptable
Very Acceptable

45%
33%
13%
06%
03%

Option 2D – “Partial Replace” - BASE
Not at all Acceptable
18%
Slightly Acceptable
24%
Moderately Acceptable
32%
Acceptable
12%
Very Acceptable
14%
Option 2D – “Partial Replace” - AUD
Not at all Acceptable
17%
Slightly Acceptable
16%
Moderately Acceptable
32%
Acceptable
21%
Very Acceptable
14%
Option 2E – “Connected Campus”
Not at all Acceptable
15%
Slightly Acceptable
07%
Moderately Acceptable
12%
Acceptable
22%
Very Acceptable
44%

Option 3A – “All New”
Not at all Acceptable
Slightly Acceptable
Moderately Acceptable
Acceptable
Very Acceptable

27%
09%
15%
19%
30%

Comments/Suggestions:
• Given long term considerations, the difference is cost between the connected campus and the all new is mostly in
housing costs. Therefore, long term, the extra cost for an all new build makes sense.
• Great presentation & Info. Thank you!
• Miss having little desks in the auditorium that pop out from the chairs like my old high school did!
• I see lots of arts and athletic focus, which is great, but just want to ensure we are on top of the best academic
classrooms.
• Please consider parking vs entrance.
• How access to ALL facilities work
• Clear understanding where front door is
• Don’t like academic building so far away is 2E
• Don’t like long walk access to stadium in 2E
• Is there a bronze or silver standard for arts vs gold standard in 2D AUD?
• Be sure to keep the arts space
• Security is important, balanced with welcoming visitors
• I need to know how the costs (millions) translates to tax amounts dollars
• If 2D-Aud and 2E cost pretty much the same, it seems like we might as well nix 2D-AUD in favor of 2E, especially
because it looks like there will be less displacement with 2E
• Board office @ front
• Entrance needs to be front and center
• There has to be more dedicated Visual Studio Space. I appreciate Auditorium and studios/performance and it is
ALL necessary but space for studio needs to be added to current options. (nothing need be “sliced” out
• How do we estimate enrollment as flat as 600 students?
• Condos in Mariemont Fairfax development and spaces prime for renovation and single family homes/condos in
Columbia Township
• Thought process – thinking Jr. High Arts spaces. We need real spaces for those teaching and all students who are
required to cycle thru arts.
• Worried about cost. Also worried about how far parking is from academics and stadium for 2E option
• Neither the Base or Aud remained as presented at session #2. Leaving athletic facilities alone and having arts
space as second phase
• Would like a rendering without a new auditorium
• Exclude from bidding if Turner is going to consult. Is there conflict?
• Small Add on as it applies to Athletics ONLY
• To be competitive with other area high schools, it is imperative that we offer the absolute best facilities to support
and engage our students. Preparing for the future allows us to truly educate the leaders of tomorrow.
• I am uncomfortable with the estimate provided. The comps Turner provided did not support their estimates. Why
can't they provide actual comparable projects in progress adjusted for inflation? I have personally found several
current projects with high enrollment and added facilities that are significantly less and that is just new construction.
If I can't trust them on these number how can we trust the other numbers. BTW didn't Turner "help" us on the last
project? Didn't we pay them a million dollars to be our consultant only to have the project be significantly over
budget? What did we get for our $?

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Our students and our staff work so hard to succeed that they shout have the best facility. The other three school are
beautiful and function well. The high school should too.
Unlike the previous renovations to 4 of the schools back in 2009, to me, there is no architectural benefit to keeping
any portion of the "pod" system. While option 2E seems to be the clear upfront leader, I feel this is a generational
opportunity for the Mariemont CSD to have a brand new state of the art facility. I think a lot of citizens are
concerned about the 2 years being spent in temporary housing for option 3A. If option 3A had no temporary
housing involved, I bet the numbers would be flipped with 2E. Given the tax levy that will be necessary to
construct/renovate the school, I am not sure it would matter a whole lot to someone if the tax burden is $700 per
$100,000 of home value for 2E versus, say, $900 per $100,000 for 3A. 2E and 3A are the definite options though.
2E is like the A-/B+ option from back in 2009. Just short of completely brand new. 2E is a fine option. I just think
3A is a better one --- for Mariemont and its community......
When a road is filled with potholes, fissures, and crumbling, it is a waste of resources to continue patching it. The
best solution is to temporarily divert the traffic and totally re-surface the road. Our high school is like a battered, old
road; we need a new one.
In consideration of the tax base and the actual NEED for improvements, I am only in favor as repair as needed
unless we find another source of funding.
Having the students displaced for two academic years is unacceptable. One year is understandable.
I find the survey somewhat confusing for the "2" options. I think the 2D "Base" means the aud will be renovated
whereas the 2D "aud" means the aud will be new. If this is not correct, then please disregard my survey on options
2. Basically, I think the Partial Replacement with a renovated aud is the best option balancing "must haves" and
projected cost.
Thank you for making these design workshops and surveys available online for those of us unable to attend in
person. We appreciate being able to follow the process and voice our opinions at a time that's more convenient to
us! As parents of two children who have already experienced temporary classrooms in elementary school, we
definitely favor a construction scenario that won't put them through this again in their high school years.
I'd advocate for renovation/modest Auditorium as part of any solution, but would push heavily for private funding to
do more. As such, I prefer 2D BASE or 2E, and in both cases would only do a mid-level auditorium, but would then
seek private funds to do more. This may mean designing the spaces in a way that they could evolve over time
should immediate funding not be available.
You definitely need to add a second and maybe a third way in and out of the school area for emergency reasons.
can we find a way to keep the unique character of the school?
Don't like academic buildings on current booster lit. Too far away. Not sure we need gold standard for auditorium
I like that the connected campus will not involve using modular buildings for the students. I am concerned that
these new building images did not show a second entrance/exit for the high school. During the last presentation
there were two options for an additional exit; I do not think the option presented that exited near the library will solve
the traffic/evacuation issues because it uses a common road for the majority of the exit route. If the partial replace
auditorium allows for the other exit route closer to the stadium, I would vote for that. I do believe that one exit route
is a major safety concern.
Which option is most likely to get state funding from the OFCC to offset costs?
The school is in fine shape. Repair as needed vs new or any replacement. The school was built when class sizes
were much larger thus we do not need any new facilities. For sports, there is enough space and a second
gym???? Maybe cut some of these extra-curricular activities? Are they breaking even?
Minimizing time in alternate locations is important to me.
It is really important to me that we renovate and re-design the performance arts space. Those are all amazing
programs (chorus, strings, theater, band) and they have had to work for too long in suboptimal spaces. Imagine
how successful these programs would be if they had amazing new spaces to work in!
I would emphasis on core STEM areas as indicative of world trends. There are other partnership opportunities
outside of building new facilities for Arts and Athletics.
We need to reach out to alumni and community members to see if they are interested in naming rights of the new
additions at the proposed new high school. This could offset the cost tremendously. The tax rate is already
extremely high. We need to consider at what point do we price ourselves out of our own district. The city of

•
•

•

Mariemont needs to support our efforts as a community and not offer tax abatements to new condos and
businesses. People want to live here.
Any chance tennis courts could be at the High School location for both Jr High and High School?
Add supporting space around existing auditorium. Improve traffic flow/entrance. Add a classroom tower to get
additional conventional classroom space. Repurpose existing space. Do what you can to expand/enhance pool.
We have one and most schools our size don't. Could we generate enough incremental income from a bigger pool
to offset its cost given that many schools in the area don't have one?
There are two people commenting on this form. Athletic renovations should be kept to updating mechanics. There is
no need for neither a new athletic nor auditorium entry. Board offices should only be renovated or rebuilt if the
space that they are currently in is demolished (we would actually consider it a conflict of interest if these offices are
given priority). In fact, if they are demolished, they should be moved to a space in one of the existing buildings so
we don’t have to incur the cost of a new build. Is a new building entry really necessary or just a want? Also based
on our family’s experience (both parent and student drivers). The five minute “backup” does not require the expense
of new driveways/entryways. For option 2E, there we should not incur the cost of a renovated stadium entryway or
renovated athletic areas. On another note, we are concerned about voting in support of any option because of
questions we have regarding the stewardship of our tax dollars. During the last building project (s) what was
promised to the voters changed after demolition had already started. Long-term cost-cutting items (geothermal,
smart windows, etc.) were quickly cut due to overages that we suspect were determined long before demolition
began. Reusable items (e.g. smart board) were removed for the newest, latest and greatest. Also, if memory
served, there were cuts to the square footage of the buildings. The consultant and ultimate contractor were the
same. The consultant should be well aware of the expenses beforehand and apparently the same consultant is
being used again! Also soon after renovations were completed, the community was warned of the dire forecast for
our school budget ads HUGE cuts were expected from the state and our school system could not possibly survive
on the current taxes. The levy passed with barely any opposition, and today our district sits comfortably in the black
spending money on what seem to be monthly brochures and other questionable expenditures. We know the high
school is in need of work and we want to support the district’s endeavors, but how do we reconcile these past
experiences.

APPENDIX J

Mariemont High School
Solution Options Under Consideration
Category 1: Repair as Needed
•
•

No change to existing footprint or layout of the building.
Repairs and upgrades only as systems/structures fail.

129,000 SF
Project Cost Range: $12 to $14 million

How much would this option cost the property owner?*
Market Property Value

Estimated Monthly Cost

Estimated Annual Cost

$100,000

$5-$6

$60-$70

$200,000

$10-$12

$120-$140

$300,000

$15-$18

$180-$210

$400,000

$20-$23

$240-$280

$500,000

$25-$29

$300-$350

$600,000

$30-$35

$360-$420

$700,000

$35-$41

$420-$490

$800,000

$40-$47

$480-$560

*These estimated costs are for illustrative purposes only and should not be
considered final at this time.
Updated 9/1/2017

Category 2: Renovation & Partial Replace
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

All new MEP Systems, Lighting,
Security Systems, Technology
All new Finishes
All new Furniture & Equipment
(scale/complexity varies)
New / Replaced Roofs
Replacement Windows/Doors
(Renovations), More Windows (New)
ADA (Accessibility) Improvements
Potential Second Exit Drive from site
(location TBD)
Multi-Story Secured Entry
Lobby/Commons
24-26 New Flexible Classrooms
(850+sf, 2 floors)
6 New Science/STEM Labs
6-8 Small Meeting Spaces / Seminar
Areas

155,000 – 177,550 SF (+/-)
Project Cost Range: $37 to $56 million

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o

Open Learning Commons + Media
Commons
New Visual Arts Studios/ Support
Spaces
Renovated Restrooms
Existing Stadium & Upper Fields
Remain in current configuration
New Dining Commons / Foodservice
Outdoor Space
Renovated Existing Pool
Renovated Existing Large Athletic
Spaces + Reconfigured Locker /
Support Areas
Renovated or new Auditorium and
Support Spaces (Scene Shop,
Costume/Prop Storage, etc.)
3 Large Music Spaces w/Support
Areas (Band, Choir, Orchestra, etc.)
Commons Lobby / Entry for After
Hours Functions

How much would this option cost the property owner?*
Market Property Value

Estimated Monthly Cost

Estimated Annual Cost

$100,000

$15-$23

$185-$280

$200,000

$31-$47

$370-$560

$300,000

$46-$70

$555-$840

$400,000

$62-$93

$740-$1,120

$500,000

$77-$117

$925-$1,400

$600,000

$93-$140

$1,110-$1,680

$700,000

$108-$163

$1,295-$1,960

$800,000

$123-$187

$1,480-$2,240

*These estimated costs are for illustrative purposes only and should not be
considered final at this time.
Updated 9/1/2017

Category 3: All New
o

o

o

90k-100k s.f. New Academics
Classrooms/Labs, Visual Arts,
Media Commons, Admin, Learning
Commons, Dining
Commons/Foodservice
7k-9k s.f. New Performing Arts
Band, Vocal, Orchestra, Support
Spaces)
17.6k-27k New Auditorium
Performance Space, Scene Shop,
Green Room, Storage, Etc.

o
o
o
o
o

4k-5k s.f. New Board Offices
51k s.f. New Athletics
Larger Gym, Natatorium,
Lockers, Etc.
All New Sitework, Parking, Access
Drives
Existing Stadium & Upper Fields
Remain in Current Configuration
Potential Second Service/Emergency
Access Drive to Wooster Pike and
Along South Side of Campus (TBD)

173,310 – 184,510 SF (+/-)
Project Cost Range: $53 to $62 million

How much would this option cost the property owner?*
Market Property Value

Estimated Monthly Cost

Estimated Annual Cost

$100,000

$22-$26

$265-$310

$200,000

$44-$52

$530-$620

$300,000

$66-$78

$795-$930

$400,000

$88-$103

$1,060-$1,240

$500,000

$110-$129

$1,325-$1,550

$600,000

$133-$155

$1,590-$1,860

$700,000

$155-$181

$1,855-$2,170

$800,000

$177-$207

$2,120-$2,480

*These estimated costs are for illustrative purposes only and should not be
considered final at this time.
Updated 9/1/2017

APPENDIX K

Facility Community Forum – November 1, 2017
Questions & Answers
Q1. It doesn’t seem like 50 years is very old for a building? Why is our building in such poor condition?
There are actually two areas to consider related to this issue. The first is the condition of the mechanical and structural
support systems within the building’s walls. According to the experts we have been working with through this process to
identify a solution for our high school facility, it is not uncommon for buildings that are as heavily used as a high school to
need replaced once they approach 50 years in age. Systems such as heating, ventilation, air conditioning (HVAC),
electrical, plumbing, roofing, etc. need to be replaced and brought up to today’s standards because these critical systems
are failing. These are all important and expensive systems to replace in order to meet the very basic standards of care for
our students.
Even more important is meeting the challenges of a modern day education that truly ensures our students are college and
career ready. Mariemont High School is not a typical rectangular or square building and has many different pods and
elevations. This means that creating the kinds of spaces students need to meet the educational expectations for today and
into the future, such as larger classrooms, updated science labs and Project Based Learning (PBL) flexible learning spaces
can’t be achieved given the current footprint.
The point of this entire process is to look at all the needs and determine which path is best for the entire community in
addressing this problem.
We will need to seriously consider whether renovating within the existing footprint makes sense financially or academically.
Q2. Is all of this a surprise or have we known that we would need to undertake a project like this for awhile?
This is not a surprise. When the district last completed a master facility plan in 2009, it was noted then that the high school
was in need of millions of dollars of repairs and updates that would need to be addressed by the year 2020. We are on
track to meet this suggested timeline.
What is a surprise is just how quickly and drastically major systems have failed. We certainly were hopeful to get a little
more life out of our major systems, but it just didn’t happen. Only 75% of our HVAC units are working to capacity; the
roofing is failing; plumbing systems are not working properly causing sewage backups into the building; the electrical system
is beyond capacity; and underground structures are failing.
Clearly the time has come to do something and we want to make sure this solution not only addresses these significant
structural and mechanical needs, but also the teaching and learning needs of providing a modern day education in a fiscally
balanced and responsible manner.
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Q3. What is the OFCC? Should we be doing an OFCC project?
The OFCC (Ohio Facility Construction Commission) is a state program that uses tobacco settlement funds to offset
construction costs based on property valuation per pupil. Each district is eligible for a percentage based on this metric and
is then placed on a priority waiting list. Mariemont City Schools could be eligible for an 11% state share (compared to
Mason City Schools which is eligible for a 25% state share and West Clermont Schools which is eligible for a 30% state
share) if the OFCC gets to the district’s place on the state waiting list. Unfortunately, because Mariemont City Schools is
not considered a high need district in the state, it is currently 540 out of 609 on the list, and it is highly unlikely that the
OFCC will get to its place in line; but if it does, the wait would be three to five years from now.
When using OFCC money, the District must build to the OFCC standards which are very restrictive. For example, the
OFCC does not cover auditoriums or theater spaces. There are size limits on specific areas such as cafeterias,
gymnasiums, and other large open spaces.
The Mariemont City School District analyzed this prior to the 2010 building project and found it to be too restrictive. In order
to qualify, you must design based on the Ohio School Design Manual. There are also additional administrative oversight
services as well as a required software system that adds cost and complexity to the project.
This year, the Finance Facility Team also looked at the potential of an OFCC project and determined that it is not a viable
option for our school district as it would actually cost more money and provide less flexibility.
Q4. Some other districts in the area (like West Clermont Schools and Mason Schools) have done some different
types of financing options for recent building projects that prevented the burden from falling all on property tax
owners. Is this a possibility for us?
The district has looked into these types of financing options and, unfortunately, the Mariemont City School District is not
eligible.
In the West Clermont Schools, the district had two existing high schools that they closed to replace with one new high
school on a separate site. The district worked in conjunction with its township to develop the two old high school sites and
generate TIF (Tax Increment Financing) funds in the amount of $65,000,000 to pay for a portion of the new high school
cost. The district will then use its existing PI (Permanent Improvement) levy to fund the remaining cost of the project.
Mason City Schools is a district that experienced massive growth requiring the construction of new buildings years ago. At
that time, the district built new buildings following Ohio Facility Construction Commission (OFCC) guidelines and paid full
price for the buildings with taxpayer dollars; doing this allowed the district to generate OFCC credits. Because Mason’s spot
on the OFCC waiting list came up recently, the district is now able to use these credits to offset the cost of this new
construction as long it is within the OFCC guidelines.
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Q5. I see the potential costs of the different options - but what do these costs include and how did you come up
with them?
The “cost estimates” for the projects currently being considered were developed by our construction consultants, Turner
Construction and design architects, MSA Architects.
They include all costs associated with the project: demolition/patching; site work; excavations & foundations; structural
frame; roofing & waterproofing; exterior walls; interior finishes & partitions; special requirements & equipment; vertical
transportation; fire protection; plumbing; HVAC; electrical; technology; furniture; fixtures; equipment; general requirements
(5% renovation, 3% new construction); temporary student classrooms (if needed); design/estimating; inflationary
consideration with a bidding/construction start in 2019; premium for phasing work; construction contingency (5% renovation,
3% new construction); construction administration/management (insurance, general conditions, CM fee); owner soft cost &
contingency (15% including permits, A/E fees, construction testing, owner administration, etc.).
Q6. Is it true that renovating and replacing portions of Mariemont High School may be more expensive because of
its current location and design?
The unique design of Mariemont High School does make renovation a bit more complex and challenging, and therefore,
potentially more expensive, when compared to that of a traditional, rectangular building that you may find in other school
districts. Mariemont High School has many different elevations, multiple pods for academic areas that are octagonal in
shape and a footprint originally designed to have no classroom walls.
Mariemont High School also is not on a flat piece of land. Any construction on this hilly site must account for the potential of
slides and slippage will need hill stabilization. This additional site work does add expense to a construction and/or
renovation project.
Q7. Isn’t the district going to need operating dollars too? If so, when will all of this be on the ballot?
The previous levy for operating dollars was approved by voters in 2014. The district met its promise to make those dollars
last at least four years this Fiscal Year (FY). With changes at the state level continuing to reduce our operating dollars, the
district will need to seek additional revenue streams in the near future in order to sustain the current level of excellence that
students receive and our community expects.
While we have done a good job limiting our expenditure increases to around two percent over the last five years, our state
revenues have been greatly reduced -- 20 percent in the latest state budget. This amounts to $750,000 per year or $3.75
million over five years.
Currently, the state only provides Mariemont City Schools with 30 percent of the dollars we should be receiving if fully
funded. Added to this, it is important to remember that the school district does not receive any inflationary increases in
funding. Even when home values go up, the school district still receives the dollar amount originally approved by voters,
with very little revenue increase. This means that the only way for the school district to get additional operating dollars is to
ask for more funds from taxpayers.
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Q8. Will this likely be on the ballot as a two separate issues - one for operating and one for building improvements
- or will it be one issue?
No decisions have been made regarding when or what type of ballot issue or issues will be presented to voters. However,
the school district considering making this a single ballot issue.
Two different third party assessments estimate the need for $12-$14 million in repairs and upgrades over the next five to ten
years at Mariemont High School. These are repairs and upgrades that will be necessary just to keep the building open and
operating — not for any significant improvements to the security, environment or design.
Because doing these repairs is not optional, placing these issues on the ballot separately would create challenges if one
passed and the other didn’t. For example, if an operating levy was approved by voters but a permanent improvement levy
failed, the district would be forced to take dollars from its general operating budget to pay for needed repairs at the high
school. This would require cuts in staffing and the academic program as there is not enough money in the operating budget
to pay for millions of dollars in repairs without making reductions in other areas.
In order to meet the community expectations for a high quality education in a fiscally transparent manner, it may be
necessary to have one combined issue so that it is very clear what will happen if it is approved and what will happen if it
fails.
Q9. What are all the options for raising funds : permanent tax levy vs. a bond vs. any other way to raise funds?
With a tax levy my concern is that our community's property taxes become restrictive for current and future
homeowners.
The plan is to use a PI (Permanent Improvement) levy for any high school project that is selected. This levy would be paid
over a 37-year term.
Unfortunately, because of the state funding model for schools and the minimal dollars Mariemont City Schools gets from the
state, there are no other options to raise the amount of funds needed to address the challenges at Mariemont High School.
Q10. You keep saying there isn’t a zero cost option, so if we don’t pass a levy, what will we do to keep the high
school operating?
It is true that there is no zero cost option. Two different third party assessments estimate the need for $12-$14 million in
repairs and upgrades over the next five to ten years. These are repairs and upgrades that will be necessary just to keep the
building open and operating — not for any significant improvements to the security, environment or design. Therefore, we
must plan for these expenditures.
Because doing these repairs is not optional, we would be forced to take dollars from our general operating budget to pay for
them. This will require us to make cuts in staffing and the academic program as we do not have enough money in the
operating budget to pay for millions of dollars in repairs without making reductions in other areas.
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Q11. I get that we eventually have to do something, but can’t we just wait a few more years? What’s the impact of
waiting?
Waiting comes with a cost. The district will have to continue to spend money to keep the high school operational and safe
for students and staff. It’s money not well spent if the community chooses to renovate or replace the building in the near
future.
The challenge is that we are to a point where we can’t keep “band aiding” for much longer; this is why this conversation
started anyway. Systems are failing and need major updates and replacement. And without additional dollars, the district
will be forced to take dollars allocated for the academic program to cover the costs.
Q12. Where can I see how much this will cost me as a homeowner?
It is important to remember that the Board of Education has not made a final decision on which high school solution makes
the most sense for our community. The Board is continuing the collect information and feedback prior to making this
important decision. This is a full process that has and will continue to include a tremendous amount of community
involvement.
However, we do have general cost estimate ranges for each of the options being considered. You can find these estimates
and the monthly/annual cost for homeowners on our website at www.mariemontschools.org.
The district has not yet determined the amount of operating dollars that will be needed as part of this request, so these
estimates include only the cost of potential high school projects, not additional operating dollars.
Q13. How much “operational” savings did we see from the last building project? Will we see savings from this
project too?
The last project, which included closing one elementary building, renovations/additions to the two elementary schools and a
new junior high school resulted in annual operational savings of around $600,000.
We know that our current high school building is very inefficient, and we expect operational savings this time as well. We
are very early in the design phase so we do not yet have good estimates on potential savings.
Q14. Are we going to seek any private funding for this project?
Yes. The school district is working with the Mariemont School Foundation to develop a private funding campaign to
potentially offset some of the expense associated with a high school upgrade.
While we are grateful for these private funds, it is important to note that this campaign will account for a very small
percentage of the total cost for this project.
Q15. Has there been any thought on reallocating current property taxes to this project?
The school district’s current property taxes are earmarked to our existing educational program and facilities. A new or
renovated facility would require an additional levy.
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Q16. Can you talk about the competitive bid process and what milestones have to be met for a contractor to be
paid?
There are different methods of running a facility project. In each method, contracts are competitively bid in order to receive
the best possible price. The invoices are reviewed by the architect and construction manager prior to payment being
made. This is done to ensure an effective and efficient process that provides quality work at a reasonable price for
taxpayers.
Q17. During the renovations of our elementary buildings, is it true that some of the additions/features originally
planned were not included in the final design?
Yes. A few things happened that caused the last building project cost to increase, requiring sacrifices (value engineering) to
be made in order to complete the project. First, since federal funds were used in the financing portion of the project,
prevailing wages had to be paid increasing the cost of the project by 3-5%. This was not included in the original cost
estimates. Secondly, square footage (30%) was added to the project very late which increased the cost as well. Finally, the
level of finishing materials and a “bad bid day” increased the cost of the project. Sacrifices had to be made to get the
project completed. The general contractor, Turner Construction, worked closely with the vendors and the school district to
get the project completed on time with as many amenities and features as possible.
The school district has already taken proactive steps to ensure this does not happen again on a future project including
acquiring the services of a construction consultant very early in the process to work with design architects to be more
realistic of costs, square footage, features and amenities.
Q18. What is being considered for outside improvements - driveway, parking and walkways?
In both the category 2 and category 3 options currently being considered, there are plans to make significant improvements
to the driveway, parking lots and sidewalks at Mariemont High School. The district is aggressively pursuing options to
create an additional entrance/exit onto the campus to alleviate the difficulties associated with having only one driveway on
campus.
Q19. I’m surprised about demographic study. Fairfax is an older community that's having an influx of younger /
new parents who will be attending HS in the next 5 - 10 years?
The district commissioned a demographic study in fall 2016. The report can be found on our website at
www.mariemontschools.org. It is true that projections show relatively little increase in student enrollment over the next ten
years. The reason cited for this is the limited inventory of housing available and the lack of vacant land available for new
construction in the school district.
Q20. A lot happens in the auditorium. What's the thought process to keep the auditorium open during option 2
renovation?
In the category 2 option, the auditorium would likely remain open during the first year of construction. Depending on the
scope of work selected, the auditorium may not be open during the second year of construction. Ultimately, this will depend
on whether the auditorium is being renovated and to what degree or if it is being replaced.
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Q21. How important is it that we can fit our whole student body in the auditorium? How many times would this
happen in a year?
The auditorium is a busy place. In a typical school year, there are 200 events (rehearsals, speakers, performances) that
take place in this space. Additionally, the auditorium is used for two choir classes in addition to small ensemble rehearsals
for band and orchestra on a daily basis.
Our current student enrollment at Mariemont High School is just over 500 students. The seating capacity in the auditorium
is 410. There are 8-10 opportunities in a typical school year when it would be ideal to bring the entire student body together
in the auditorium.
But, it’s important to note, the issue of seating capacity is not just about bringing the whole student body together at
once. We are at capacity several times a year (high school holiday program, spring musical performances and night of the
arts). We are over capacity for performers on band bash, night of singing, and strings extravaganza, so these events are
held in the gym. There are a number of honor ensembles and contests that we would like to host, but facilities are not
adequate. The music staff has identified seven large events that we are not eligible to host because of our current seating
capacity.
But, the issue with our auditorium is more than just seating capacity. In our current auditorium, there is no back stage, no
dressing rooms, no scene construction space, no orchestra pit. The auditorium has outdated technology (lighting, audio)
and poor acoustics.
As a community, we need to make a decision as to what type of theatrical and musical arts programs we want to provide as
well as deciding what size of space makes sense for our schools and community.
Q22. When would demolition and construction begin if we start all over again and build a new school. How long
would it take to build the new school?
This greatly depends upon when the district seeks voter approval as well as things outside of our control such as weather
conditions. If a category 3 option of an all new school is selected, it is estimated that the project would take approximately
two years to complete.
Q23. It seems part of the challenge the current building provides is because it was built based on trends in that era
that are now outdated and don't suit current preferences and needs. What is being done to ensure that a new or
remodeled facility doesn't just fit current trends in education and preferences but remains timeless and will
continue to meet needs well into the future?
A key trend in today’s high schools is to have flexible spaces and be “future proof.” Today’s structures have spaces that are
flexible enough to be adjusted to almost any educational trend that may come about in the future. Rooms are not
constructed with cinder block, but with materials that offer transparency and can be adjusted based on the size of the group
that is using them. Another way of “future proofing” a building is to allow plenty of room for conduits, additional plumbing,
lighting and other features that may develop in the future.
Any option that the district ultimately chooses will be designed to be “future proof.”
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Q24. I’ve heard that we will likely have to use temporary classrooms. Is this our only option? Where will they
go? How will this impact our students?
The school district has organized a Transition Task Force to look at this issue. The task force is comprised of parents,
students, teachers and administrators. At this time, the best option appears to be using temporary classrooms as there are
no vacant buildings in the district large enough and/or adequate enough to house a high school.
Having said this, it is important to understand that the temporary classrooms the district would use are modern, wellequipped structures. In fact, classrooms in the temporary buildings would be larger than the classrooms currently in
Mariemont High School, have windows for daylight and better technology. Restrooms would also be newer and more
functional.
Additionally, the district would ensure students continue to have access to science labs and other specialized spaces to limit
the impact on the academic program.
Q25. My child is currently a 7th grader, so this all impacts him greatly. For option 3, what off-site location(s) are
under consideration?
The transition task force is still considering options and will be making a final report to the Board of Education in December,
2017. However, right now, the only “off-site” option for temporary housing being considered is on the Mariemont Junior
High School campus.
Q26. How will adequate security/safety be maintained in the event that temporary classrooms are utilized? By
safety, I'm thinking of a number of challenges -- weather, students transitioning between classes, conflict between
students, outside threats, etc.
Student safety is always our number one priority. The transition task force is discussing options to ensure things like
transitions, weather and student gathering spaces are accounted for in the final temporary housing plan.
Q27. Would it be advantageous for the district to grow slightly, for instance by annexing Madison Place into the
district? This would generate a small but perhaps significant bump in enrollment, property taxes, and maybe
diversity. It might be a natural move because the other part of Columbia Township (Plainville) is already part of the
district.
School districts do not have the authority to make these kinds of decisions on their own. Changing school district
boundaries is a very complex process that is ultimately approved by the State Board of Education. At this time, the district
is not planning on changing its boundaries.
Q28. Will "walkability" for students coming to school from the East (as opposed to from the Village) be
considered?
In both the category 2 and category 3 options currently being considered, there are plans to make significant improvements
to the driveway, parking lots and sidewalks at Mariemont High School. Additionally, the district is aggressively pursuing
options to create an additional entrance/exit onto the campus to alleviate the difficulties associated with having only one
driveway on campus. Depending on the location of this secondary access, there could be opportunities to improve
walkability for students coming from the east.
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Q29. When considering athletic facilities, will you take into consideration the declining interest in football in
America lately?
Football is only one of the many sports we offer at Mariemont High School. Kusel Stadium, the weight room and the locker
rooms are used by all of our athletes and sports teams.
However, it is important to note that none of the options being considered at this time include any renovation or replacement
of Kusel Stadium.
Q30. Has the district considered taking some (a limited number, of course) open enrollment students in order to
get the full per- student funding from the state for a certain number of students?
The district currently does not allow “open enrollment” students and is not currently planning to begin doing so.
It is true that the school district would receive additional state funding for “open enrollment” students ($6,000 per pupil for
“open enrollment” students compared to the $1,800 per pupil for “in district” students); however, given the very limited space
the district has for additional students via open enrollment, there would be little to no impact on the district’s revenue budget.
Q31. This might seem like a crazy question but, is consolidating the high school with another district (say, Madeira)
a possibility?
School district boundaries are not an easy thing to change and the entire process is actually guided and ultimately decided
upon by the State Board of Education. Consolidating Mariemont High School with another high school is highly
unlikely. The logistics of transporting students, having a facility that can house both student bodies and transferring funds
would create many issues.
Q32. Do you plan to do anything about the “one way in, one way out” driveway and the poor parking on the high
school campus?
Yes. The district is aggressively pursuing options to create an additional entrance/exit onto the campus to alleviate the
difficulties associated with having only one driveway on campus.
Q33. Are we sure the current site is the best site for the high school? Should we build somewhere else?
There are certainly many advantages to the current site. It provides a beautiful, park-like setting. It also has adequate
walkability to neighborhoods, businesses and restaurants. Additionally, the current site allows for an option to keep portions
of the existing facility and support areas (i.e., athletic fields, stadium) rather than building all new.
The school district is not currently aware of any viable sites (with the needed 30-40 acres) within our boundaries to place a
high school. However, at the request of the finance facility team, the district has commissioned a study/audit to identify
potential properties (if any exist) that could be considered. The results of this study will be used as a factor in making the
final decision for the future facility plan of Mariemont High School.
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Q34. Who are the schools that are benchmarked that are as small as Mariemont High School at only 530 students
or less than 200 students / class?
The schools that we typically benchmark against are Madeira High School and Indian Hill High School. These schools are in
similar communities, are high performing and are similar in size.
The per pupil expenditure in Mariemont City Schools is $12,150; it is $12,206 in Madeira City Schools and $17,402 in Indian
Hill Schools.
Mariemont High School currently has 175 square feet per student. Madeira High School has 225 square feet per
student. Indian Hill High School has 320 square feet per student.
Q35. We know an “open” concept didn’t work last time, so are you proposing doing something similar again?
No. None of the options being considered is a structure without walls as was done in 1970. What has been discussed is
designing spaces with the flexibility to change the size of the classrooms and the learning spaces based upon the needs of
the students and the pedagogy. Options being considered also include classrooms that offer transparency and natural
sunlight, which is known to improve student academic performance and wellbeing.
Q36. I’ve heard we have some limitations in the types of science classes we can offer because of ventilation issues
in our science labs, is this true?
Yes. For the past seven years we have made arrangements to send many of our top students to Indian Hill High School to
take Advanced Placement Chemistry. Although we have staff who are qualified to teach the course, our facility does not
have suitable ventilation to offer this outstanding opportunity to our students onsite. This is also a challenge for other types
of science electives that we would like to offer if we had a facility with acceptable ventilation.
Q37. Do we really need “collaboration” spaces?
Yes. Students learn differently and teachers instruct more effectively than was the case just a few years ago. The use of
technology has been a game changer for schools. The days of students sitting in straight rows in classrooms being lectured
by teachers for hours at a time are no longer tried and true. Students now take a more active and engaged approach to
learning, and teachers are doing a better job of planning and implementing more robust and interesting instruction. In order
to do this, students must have room to spread out and work with one another to put what they have learned into
action. Unfortunately, with the very small classroom sizes at Mariemont High School and the lack of any flexible spaces,
these opportunities just don’t exist for our students.
Q38. Our high school students do well. We are considered one of the best high schools in the state. I just don’t
understand how this is going to make us any better? Can you please explain?
Space matters. Current research shows that the learning environment impacts student performance by as much as 25
percent. Our current high school building is limiting how well our faculty can teach and our students can learn. If asked, our
students would likely describe Mariemont High School as more of a museum for the way that education was 30 – 50 years
ago—along with leaky ceilings and a temperature differential of 20 – 30 degrees on any given day--than an inspirational
space for teaching and learning.
As a community, we have to ask ourselves, are we doing our best to prepare our students for a world that they will soon
inhabit at the university level and in the workplace? Not by a long shot! If we remain static, we will soon be surpassed by
those schools who are making the changes that are in the best interest of their students.
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Q39. We keep hearing how much education is changing especially with technology, how do we know that what we
build today won’t be out of date tomorrow? Do we really need more space? Is this really a wise investment?
No one can predict the future. However, we can use the best information we have today to create a better plan for the
future. We know that Mariemont High School is outdated now and will become increasingly so in the years to come. We
also know that certain things will never become outdated such as natural lighting, sustainability and the flexibility to
transform classrooms and learning spaces as the educational needs of students change in the future. Collaboration,
project-based learning, student presentations and the use of technology all require space.
Q40. If the community says no on both the permanent improvement and operating budget tax increases, what will
you do?
Unfortunately, the needs at Mariemont High School are not going to go away, and we have to maintain a building that is at
least operational and safe for students and staff. Remember there is no zero-cost option. Without additional permanent
improvement dollars, funds would have to come from the academic program budget to cover the expenses at Mariemont
High School. The impact of having to do this only gets exasperated by not getting needed operating dollars -- meaning the
impact on the academic program will be greater.
Q41. I’m curious if anyone on the school board actually disagrees with a building redo? Do you have leadership
balance in the decision process?
No decision has been made. The school board has been very engaged in this process over the last 18 months serving on
various committees and task forces and getting regular updates at monthly Board of Education meetings. Board members
are doing their due diligence to listen to feedback from the community and input from industry experts before reaching any
decision.
The steering committee and transition task force will make their final presentations to the Board of Education in
December. After this, Board members will take the time they need to reach a decision in the best interest of our school
district and community.
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APPENDIX L

Mariemont City Schools

High School Facility
Master Plan
Steering Committee Meeting

Today’s Agenda
o Facilities Teams Results
o Prioritized Objectives
o Steering Committee Conclusions

Facilities Teams Results

Learning Team Results
• Flexible spaces
• Connection to the outdoors
• Classrooms that support emerging technologies
and sustainability
• Secure lobby with access to a gathering space
• Areas to showcase student learning

Design Team Results
• Sustainable materials and practices
• Efficient, safe drop-off/pick up areas and
improved traffic flow/parking
• Welcoming, defined entrance/lobby
• Student-centered collaborative learning spaces

• Incorporation of the Mariemont community
aesthetic

Technology Team Results
• Robust technology infrastructure
• Safe digital and physical environments that
incorporate technology controls
• Equal access to technology in a user-friendly
environment
• Mobile technology environment
• Emerging technology plan

Athletics Team Results
• Locker room/team space reconfigured
• Athletic training and rehab expansion and
improvements
• Gymnasiums, pool, and Kusel Stadium facility
updates
• On-campus practice/competition facility
expansion/repair

Arts Team Results
• Dedicated, sufficiently-sized and configured visual and performing
arts classrooms
• Sufficient arts storage
• Breakout rooms with proper sound proofing and technology

• Adequate infrastructure to support disciplines (e.g. kilns, outlets,
recording technology, etc.)
• Large performance space
• Flexible performance spaces

Finance Team Results
• Local revenues account for 75% of our
operating budget
• “Our taxes are high”
• Build smart (e.g. sustainable design,
flex space)
• Total millage not to exceed 9.99 mils
• Site viability research
• Private funding

Prioritized Objectives

Facilities Teams
Final Objectives Matrix

Facilities Teams
Final Objectives Matrix

Facilities Teams
Final Objectives Matrix

Steering Committee Conclusions

Steering Committee Conclusions
• Communication and PR are key

• Current facility is not suitable
• Option 2 has a wide range of features and costs
• Taxes play a big role
• Flexibility is the goal
• Arts cannot be forgotten

• Schools are the backbone of our community

Sustainable

Flexible Space

Infrastructure

SAFE

Technology

Secure

THANK YOU!

